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A b stra ct
Th e  thesis is divided into two m ain p a rts . We begin with 
a general introduction and then a section on notation and 
te rm inology.
In part o n e , consisting of the f irs t  three ch a p te rs , we a re  
concerned w ith  residuals of the join of two subnorm al o r  
ascendant su bgro u ps, and the lo w e r central se rie s of the join 
of two subnorm al subgroups. T h e  results generalize those of 
W ielandt [ 3 5 ] ,
In cha p te r one, we prove some e lem entary re sults  on 
J^ -re s id u a ls , f o r  a class of groups £  , and exam ine, in p a rtic u la r 
the lo ca lly  nilpotent residual of a lo c a lly  finite group which is 
the join of tw o subnorm al subgroups, and the lo ca lly  nilpotent 
residual of the join of two subnorm al subgroups satisfying the 
m inim al condition fo r subnorm al subgroups.
In chapter two we prove re sults  on the lo w e r central 
se rie s of the jo in , G ,  of two subnorm al subgroups H and K 
in the cases when ( l )  G satisfies the m in im a l condition on 
norm al subgroups and ( i i )  when H and K  satisfy the 
m axim al condition fo r subnorm al subgroups.
In chapter th re e , residuals of the Join , G ,  of two ascendant 
subgroups a re  studied when G is a lo c a lly  finite group and when 
H and K sa tis fy  the m in im a l condition fo r  subnorm al subgroups.
In part tw o , we exam ine c r ite r ia  fo r su bnorm ality  and 
ascendancy in soluble and generalized soluble groups.
In chapter four we extend som e of the recent w o rk  of 
W ielandt on c r ite r ia  fo r su bn o rm a lity  in finite groups f 3®]* to 
soluble groups and va rio u s  classes of generalized soluble groups.
In chapter five we consider conditions imposed on the 
generators of a fin itely generated subgroup H of a soluble 
gro up , which im p ly  su bnorm ality  subject to certain  additional 
finiteness conditions. W e examine f irs t  the case of a finite
eiUtMHliiMMSIf'
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A b s tra ct
Th e  thesis is divided into two m ain p a rts . W e begin with 
a general introduction and then a section on notation and 
te rm in o lo gy.
In part one, consisting of the f irs t  three ch a p te rs , we are  
concerned with residuals of the join of two subnorm al o r 
ascendant subgroups, and the lo w e r central se rie s of the join 
of two subnorm al subgroups. T h e  results generalize  those of 
W ielandt [3 5 ] ,
In  chapter one, we p rove  some elem entary re sults  on 
3^ -re s id u a ls , fo r a class of groups It , and e xam ine , in p a rtic u la r 
the lo c a lly  nilpotent residual of a lo c a lly  finite group which is 
the join of two subnorm al su bgroups, and the lo c a lly  nilpotent 
residual of the join of two subnorm al subgroups satisfying the 
m in im a l condition fo r subnorm al subgroups.
In chapter two we prove results on the lo w e r central 
se rie s  of the jo in , G ,  of two subnorm al subgroups H and K 
in the cases when ( i )  G  satisfies the m inim al condition on 
norm al subgroups and ( l i )  when H and K sa tis fy  the 
m axim al condition fo r subnorm al subgroups.
In chapter th re e , residuals of the jo in , G ,  of two ascendant 
subgroups are  studied when G  is a lo c a lly  finite group and when 
H and K satisfy the m in im a l condition for subnorm al subgroups.
In part tw o, we exam ine c r ite r ia  fo r subnorm ality and 
ascendancy in soluble and generalized soluble gro u p s.
In chapter four we extend some of the recent w ork of 
W ielandt on c r ite r ia  fo r su bn o rm ality  in finite groups [3 6 ] ,  to 
soluble groups and various classes of generalized soluble groups.
In chapter five we conside r conditions imposed on the 
generators of a fin ite ly  generated subgroup H of a soluble 
g ro u p , which im p ly  su bno rm ality  subject to certain  additional 
finiteness conditions. We exam ine f irs t  the case of a finite
soluble g ro u p .
Th e  w o rk  In this th esis, apart fro m  the re sults  attributed 
to o th e rs , is  to the best of m y  know ledge, o rig in a l.
Introduction
S u b n o rm a lity  was f irs t  studied in 1939 by W ielandt f 3 4 ].
He proves several fundamental re s u lts , h e re , fo r groups w ith a 
com position se rie s; in p a rtic u la r  that the join of tw o subnorm al 
subgroups in this class is  su bn o rm a l, and he shows how his 
proof can be extended to groups with the m axim al condition fo r 
subgroups. Th e  join J  of two subnorm al subgroups H and K 
need not, how ever, be subnorm al in an a rb it ra ry  g ro u p , as an 
exam ple by Zassenhaus shows ( [3 7 ]  Appendix D ,  E x e rcis e  2 3 ).
Eve n  when H is an e lem e ntary  abelian 2 -g ro u p  and K is 
of o rd e r 2 , J  need not be subnorm al as an unpublished exam ple 
by P .  H all shows. O th e r such exam ples are  given in [3 1 ] ,
In the e a rly  1960's Robinson [2 2 ]  examined conditions 
imposed on a group G  which ensure that joins of fin ite ly  m any 
subnorm al subgroups of G  a re  subnorm al. S ince  the intersection 
of fin ite ly  m any subnorm al subgroups is a subnorm al subgroup, 
the groups fo r which the join p ro p e rty  holds are  just the class of groups| 
whose set of subnorm al subgroups is a lattice (w ith  respect to the 
operations set intersection and group theoretical jo in ). Denoting 
this class of groups by JL in [2 2 ]  Robinson shows that if  G  is 
a group whose derived subgroup G ' satisfies the m axim al condition 
fo r subnorm al subgroups, then G belongs to i ,  , and that an 
extension of a group in the class £  by a group which satisfies 
the m axim al condition fo r  subgroups belongs to the class .
He also examines conditions imposed on a p a ir  of subnorm al 
subgroups which w ill make th e ir Join subnorm al.
A  subnorm al coalition class is a class of g ro u p s , , fo r 
which a p a ir  of subnorm al 3E —subgroups generates a subnorm al 
36. -  subgroup. These have been studied in the lite ra tu re  and 
include the class of f in ite , finite TT-gr'oups and p o lyc yc lic  groups 
(W ielandt [3 4 ] ) ,  groups w ith the m axim al condition fo r subgroups 
(B a e r  f3 ])*  fin itely generated nilpotent groups (B a e r  [ 2 ] ) ,  groups
i
*with m axim al o r  m in im a l condition on subnorm al subgroups 
(Robinson [2 3 ] ;  Roseblade [2 7 ]  [2 9 ] ) ,  m inim ax groups (Roseblade 
unpublished), any subjunctive class of fin ite ly  generated groups 
[ 3 1 ] ,  and m o re  re ce n tly  the class of groups with finite rank [ 5 ] ,
It is w e ll-kn o w n  that the join of two nilpotent subnorm al 
subgroups need not be nilpotent, and in fact the Zassenhaus 
example [3 7 ]  shows that this is so . Even when G is  
generated by two su bno rm al abelian subgroups of exponent 2 , th e ir
join need not be nilpotent (see for example [31 ] ) .  T h e  fact
that in all such exam ples as these, the jo in , although not
nilpotent, w as so lu ble , led to the conjecture that the jo in  of two
soluble subnorm al subgroups was soluble. T h is  had been
proved by W ielandt in [3 4 ]  fo r groups with a com position s e rie s , and
in 1970 Stonehew er f 3 2 ] showed it was true in ge n e ra l.
Th e  nilpotency of the join J ,  of two nilpotent subnorm al 
subgroups H and K ,  under addition hypotheses, are  found in 
the lite ra tu re , how eve r. These include when H and K 
a re  fin ite ly  generated (B a e r  [ 2 ] ) ,  H and K satisfy the m in im a l 
condition fo r subnorm al subgroups (Robinson [2 3 ]  and Roseblade 
[ 2 7 ] ) ,  H and K s a tis fy  the m axim al condition fo r subnorm al 
subgroups (Roseblade r 2 9 ] )  and H and K have finite rank [ 5 ] .
Denoting the c la ss of nilpotent groups by n .  and the lim it 
of the lo w e r central s e rie s  by G*” , in 1957 W ielandt ( [3 5 ]
Sa tz 1 .5 ) showed m o re  g e n e ra lly  that if H and K  a re  subnorm al
subgroups of a group G  with a com position s e rie s , then
H * K  -  K  H K  and < H ,  K  §■ = H *  K *  (1 )
A g a in , denoting the class of soluble groups by A  , and 
the lim it  of the de rived se rie s  by G* , Wtelandt has shown 
( [3 4 ]  Satz 2 .3  and [3 5 ]  Sa tz 2 .4 )
K  hi* and H , K H * K * ( 2)
In both these re s u lts , the condition that G has a com position 
series cannot be re m o v e d , fo r let A  be any group. Th e n  by
A  ik A ( i t i ' i i M i m u H M i r
a[ 9 ]  lem m a 13, A  can be embedded in a norm al product G 
of two free subgroups H and K . But by [1 3 ]  H Jl' = H ^ =  K *1  = K  = 1 
and so if G ^  = G f t - = 1 ,  th is  would im p ly  = A ^  = 1
fo r any group A .
H ow e vt -,in  r 3 2 ] ,  Stonehew er shows that (2 )  holds 
provided that and are  soluble. In  [3 0 ]  Roseblade
has generalized this s till fu rth e r , and shown that denoting the 
n -th  te rm  of the derived s e rie s  of a group G by G^n\  then 
if  J  is the join of two subnorm al subgroups H and K ,  then 
given any two positive integers and r^  there exists
an integer r  such that
(3 )
M o re  re ce ntly , Stonehew er has shown in [3 3 ]  that if 
H and K  have finite ra n k , then (1 ) holds p rovide d  that 
e A -  and K / j ^ t A  .
In chapter 1'of the thesis we shall prove a re s u lt analogous 
to ( 1 )  f o r  the lo c a lly  nilpotent residual of the jo in  of two subnorm al 
subgroups H and K  in a lo c a lly  finite group, and when H 
and K sa tis fy  the m in im a l condition fo r  subnorm al subgroups.
In chapter two we shall obtain re sults  s im ila r  to (3 ) fo r 
the low e r central se rie s  when J  satisfies the m in im a l condition 
on norm al subgroups and when H and K  sa tisfy  the m axim al 
condition f o r  subnorm al subgroups.
C lo s e ly  tied to these re s u lts , is the question of perm uta bility  
of subnorm al subgroups w hich has been of interest since the 
1939 p a p e r. W lelandt [3 4 ]  showed that fo r groups with a 
com position s e rie s , a perfect subnorm al subgroups perm utes with 
e ve ry  oth er subnorm al subgroup. In [2 8 ]  Roseblade extended 
this re sult and showed that if  the tensor product
Is tr iv ia l and H and K a re  subnorm al subgroups of any 
group G ,  then they p e rm u te .
P e rm u ta b lltty  a lso o ccurs in (1 ) and ( 2 )  since H ^ K ,
1 *• t*
H* K ,  H*1" K*" , H A K* a re  subgroups.
In [3 0 ]  Roseblade shows that there a lw a ys exists some 
te rm  of the derived se rie s of H that perm utes with K . 
H o w e ve r, it is not known in general w hether this is true when 
derived se rie s  is replaced by lo w e r central s e r ie s . T h is  is 
c e rta in ly  tru e  by adapting W ielandt's proof of (1 ) when H 
and K satsify the m in im a l condition fo r subnorm al su bgroups.
In chapter tw o , we discuss this question fo r subnorm al subgroups 
H and K  of a group G satisfying the m in im a l condition for 
norm al subgroups.
F in a lly , on the question of p e rm u ta b ility , we note that in 
[1 7 ]  Lennox showed that two subnorm al subgroups H and K 
perm ute provided that they do so m odulo each te rm  of the 
derived s e rie s . Recently it has been shown b y  B re w ste r [4 ]  
that this rem ains true  when derived se rie s  is replaced by low e r 
central s e r ie s .
In infinite group s, subgroups belonging to series of a group 
other than a finite se rie s  a re  also co n sid e re d , in p a rticu la r 
ascendant subgroups. A  subgroup H of a group G is
ascendant in G if there is an ordinal and subgroups
{ H s a s p }  of
a
G  such that H H H +1 (a  < p) a r1
H U H  If
a
a < i
u s p is a lim it  ordinal and H
Ascendance was f irs t studied by P lotkln  [21 ]  and Gruenberg 
[ 6 ]  , and even e a r lie r ,  although not e x p lic it ly , In B a e r [1 ] .
Th e  Join of two ascendant subgroups need not be ascendant, as 
exam ples in the case of su bnorm ality  show that even the Join 
of two subnorm al subgroups need not be ascendant (see for example 
[3 1 ] ) .
Exa m p le s of ascendant coalition c la sse s , X., (the Join of 
two ascendant 31-subgroups is an ascendant 3£-subgroup) are the
d < l U M M l i B l l t S I I 1
c la ss  of fin ite ly  generated nilpotent groups (G rue nbe rg  [ 6 ] )  and 
groups with the m in im a l condition fo r subnorm al subgroups 
(R obinson [2 3 ] ) .
In gene ra l, how ever, the p ro ble m  of finding w hether a 
c la ss  is an ascendant coalition c la ss  seem s to be a m o re  
d ifficu lt problem  than deciding w hether it is a subnorm al 
coa lition  c la ss . It is not known whether the classes: fin ite ly  
generated groups and groups w ith  the m axim al condition on 
subnorm al o r  ascendant subgroups a re  ascendant coalition 
c la s s e s . Recently Hulse [ 1 2 ]  has shown that ce rta in  sub-cla sse s 
of the class of fin ite ly  generated groups a re  ascendant coalition 
c la s s e s .
Results analogous to (1 )  and (2 ) fo r a group G 
generated by two ascendant subgroups and various questions on 
p e rm u ta b iltty  of ascendant subgroups have not appeared in the 
lite ra tu re . In chapter three of the thesis we discuss these 
questions when H and K  a re  ascendant subgroups of a group 
G  and H and K satisfy the m in im a l condition fo r subnorm al 
su bgroups.
Research in su bnorm ality  and ascendancy has in recent 
y e a rs  been led by W ielandt to exam ine c rite ria  fo r su bnorm ality  
and ascendancy in va riou s c la sse s of groups.
In [3 6 ]*  W ielandt has exam ined conditions in a finite group 
G  w hich im p ly  subnorm ality of a subgroup A .  F o r  example 
If A 1 , . . .  are  generating sets of A  such that
[  9* * • • • ]  £ A  1 9 ( 6  (4 )
then A  sn G .
W ielandt has also extended some of his results to groups 
satisfying  the m axim al condition, as yet unpublished.
In [ 1 0 ]  H a rtle y  and Peng have examined su bn o rm ality  and 
ascendancy in groups with the m in im a l condition fo r subgroups.
I I ti i SiUilMMliiMMif!**
T h e y  have shown that if  (4 ) holds for
( t )  n = n (g ) and ( i i )  n a fixed integer then in case ( i )
A  is  ascendant in G  and ( i i )  A  is subnorm al in G .
A lte rn a tiv e  proofs of re su lts  known about le ft-E n g e l 
elem ents a re  also obtained in both the cases when G is 
finite o r  G satisfies the m in im a l condition.
In chapter four we extend som e of these c rite ria  for 
su bn o rm ality  and ascendancy to soluble and generalized soluble  
groups.
In [2 0 ]  Peng exam ines su bn o rm a lity  in so lu b le -b y -M a x  
gro up s. We shall d iscuss his re sults  m ore fu lly  in chapter f iv e , 
and obtatn a c r ite r ia  fo r su b n o rm a lity  in soluble groups subject 
to ce rta in  finiteness conditions, which is weaker than those 
discussed p re vio u sly .
Notation and T e rm in o lo g y
Capital Rom an le tte rs  a re  used to denote groups and sm all
Rom an le tte rs  fo r elem ents of a gro up . H s G ,  H G and
H < G denote "H  is a subgroup of G , "  "H  is a p ro p e r
subgroup of G , "  and "H  is a norm al subgroup of G . "
If X  is any subset of G ,  then < X  > denotes the
subgroup of G generated by the elements of X .  T h e  n o rm a liz e r
of X  in G  is denoted by N (X )  and the c e n tra liz e r  by C  ( X ) .C? G
If V  is a subset of G ,  we denote the norm al c lo su re  of
X  in V  by X  and define it as X  ^  = < x^: x ^ X ,  y  g V  >
w here x ^  = y  ' x y ,
If g 1 , . . .  ,g n a re  elem ents of a group G ,  then
[  gr  g2 ]  = g , "  f l ^ 1 ^  g2 and
[ 9i » . . . .gn ] ™ [ ]* 9n ] •
If a re  subgroups of G ,  then
[  V  y 2 ]  "  < r v 1 .y 2 ]  J y t € Y t » » = 1 , 2  > and 
[  Y 1****»Y n ]  = C C Y 1 »****Y n_ 1 ] »  Y n ]  •
If V  * G then Core^, V  is the largest no rm a l subgroup 
of G  contained In V .
If p is a p r im e ,  then p ’ denotes the set of p rim e s 
different fro m  p . Suppose that n is a set of p rim e s  then an 
elem ent x of finite o rd e r  In a group is said to be a Tr-e le m e n t 
If the p rim e  d iv is o rs  of the o rd e r of x all lie  in the set n .
A  group G  is a yf-group If e v e ry  element of G  is a 
^ -e le m e n t.
We shalt use and assume the language of group classes and

We denote classes of groups as follow s: 
cf = finite groups = finite „ -g ro u p s
TT
Oy = fin ite ly  generated groups  
O l = abelian groups  
Jl, = nilpotent groups 
A> = soluble groups
M a x , M a x -s n , M a x -n  = groups w ith the m axim al condition on the 
set of all subgroups, subnorm al su bg ro u p s, norm al subgroups  
re sp e ctive ly .
M in , M in -s n , M in -n  = groups w ith the m in im a l condition on the 
set of a ll subgroups, subnorm al su bg ro u p s, norm al subgroups  
re sp e ctive ly .
L e t 3L be a class of groups and le t G  be any group.
Th e  3E. -ra d ic a l of G  is the p ro du ct of a ll the norm al 
-sub gro up s of G .
Th e  ¿ .-re s id u a l of G is the Intersection of a ll norm al
subgroups of G  whose factor groups tn G a re  ¿ -g r o u p s .
at JE.We denote the x  -re s id u a l of a group G  by G . G /  G Jt
is said to be a restdualty ¿ -g r o u p .
If G is a lo ca lly  finite group we denote the „ -r e s id u a l,
i . e .  the Intersection of a ll norm al subgroups of G whoso factors
In G  are L ^ f  -g ro u p s , by O n( G ) .
TT
S e rie s  of Subgroups
L e t H be a subgroup of a group G  and let £ be a 
to ta lly  ordered set.
A  se rie s between H and__G  of type £ is a set of
subgroups of G  [ U  , V  i g f E }  such that
a o
<0 each U and V contains H .
0 0
0 0 G  \  H - u < u o \ V  )  . 
0
( i i i )  U  s V  tf T c  c .
T O
(tv ) V  Ua a
A  se rie s between 1 and G  is called a se rie s in G .
Th e  subgroups U  and V  are the term s of the se rie s  and 
o o
the groups U  a re  the factors of the s e rie s . A  series
(i V
o
in  G  is called a norm a l se rie s  tf the subgroups U and V
a o
a re  a ll norm al subgroups of G .
If the totally o rd e re d  set £ is w e ll-o rd e re d  then the 
s e rie s  is said to be an ascending s e rie s .
In this case we obtain (see Robinson [2 5 ] p . 11)
H » V  « V  ^ ............  V  * V  ............ V  = G
O 1 rr n* • n
w h ere  V  ■ n V  If \ Is a lim it  ordinal 
'  »«X  8
If e ' denotes £ with the re verse  o rd e r < i . e .  
n < i  if and only tf T < g , then tf j '  is w e ll-o rd e re d  
the series is a descending s e rie s .
A  subgroup H of a group G  is term ed se ria l in G If 
there is a series between H and G . Should the se rie s  be 
ascending, H is said  to bo ascendant in G ,  and tf the se ries  
has finite length, H  la said to be subnorm al In G .
We w rite
H s e r G ,  H asc G ,  H sn G  .
If  there is a s e rie s  between H and G w ith o rd e r type 
£ ,  wo w rite
H G  .
l i i B u n u n t t N i a n * '
L e t H £ G  and let a descending s e rie s  of subgroups of
H = H y*G H and H G if and o n ly  if y*G H s H (see  
Robinson [22 ] )  .
We denote the n -th  te rm s of the d e rive d  s e rie s , the lo w e r  
central se rie s  and the upper central s e rie s  by:
Yn<G >. Cn<G > •
We denote the d e rive d  subgroup of G  by G ' .  If 
G  = G ' ,  G  is said to be perfe ct. ^ (G ) = ^ ( G )  denotes the 
centre of G .
Th e  lim it  of the upper central se rie s  of a group G is 
called the hypercentre  of G .
G is said to be a hypercentral group if G coincides  
w ith its h yp e rce n tre .
G is called a G ruenberg  group if G  can be generated 
by its ascendant abelian subgroups.
We shall say a group G has finite (P ru fe r )  ra n k , r ,  
if  e v e ry  fin ite ly  generated subgroup can be generated by r  
elem ents and r  is the teast positive integer with this p ro p e rty  
A n  abelian group has finite rank r  if and only if
r  «= r  +  m ax r  <• m 
° P P
whore the p -com ponent of A  is a d ire c t product of r
P
c y c lic  o r  q u a st-cyctic  groups A 1 , and the factor group of
A  with respect to its  torsion-subgroup is isom orphic with a
subgroup of a d ire ct .Si/M of r  but no few er copies of the
o
additive group of rational num bers.
G L ( n ,F )  ■ G eneral line a r group of alt invertib le  nxn 
m a trice s  o ve r a field F .
Let H &  G and let i be a non-negative integer; then
O th e r, m ore specific definitions a re  given in the text as 
they are re q u ire d .
M i l l  *  A l l  < V S  « » O O l
P A R T  O N E
R E S ID U A L S  A N D  T H E  L O W E R  C E N T R A L  
S E R IE S  O F  S U B N O R M A L  A N D  A S C E N D A N T
S U B G R O U P S
IC ha p te r 1 T h e  L o c a lly  N il potent Residua! of the Jo in  of two 
S ubnorm al S u b gro u p s.
S e c . 1 E le m e n ta ry  R esults
In this section we p ro ve  some elem e ntary general results  
that wo w ill use la te r in the th esis. We begin by exam ining the 
effect of hom om oi'phism s on the 3£ -  residual of a group G .
L e m m a  1 .1 L e t it  = Q i  and suppose that G  is a group  
such that G ^ x  6 36 • T h e n  if e is any hom om orphism  of 
j . *
G , we have ( G 0 )  = (  G  )  0 and G J / (g  g)*1 e ^  *
P ro o f L e t N = K e r  9 . T h e n  N 4  G  and
^ < * 1  y N*  < = > * - * •
Hence ( G  9 )  s (  G * )  9 .
Now  let N s L  s G  be such that L ^  «j G ^N and
• *
Th e re fo re  L  <  G and G ^  *. £ _3fc •
Hence G *  s L  and G * * L ^  .
S ince  this is true fo r  all such L ^  we have 
( G * )  9 i  ( G  9 ) *  and hence equality.
AUo °*<6o? ’ °>*1Lo
Th e re fo re  G  Q  f  36 .
We next examine the 36 -  residual of the Join of a 
subnorm al and a norm al subgroup.
I*
Lem m a 1 .2  L e t 3i = N 3E. = S  £  = Q  3: . Suppose that
-------------------------- o n
G  = H K where H sn G , K ^  G  and that at € i  >
1 * «  «  *  • ^
Th e n  G ^ *  6 £
*  3E
and G 1  = H * K *
Proof Let N G such that G ^..^  N € 3t  • T h e n
€ S n z  = x  .
Since !^i< n n  -  K > *  « 3E. we have
n N €
X  and so K ^  ^ K q •zVIz
3r X
S ince  this is tru e  fo r any such N  we have K s G  . 
S im i la r ly ,  H ^ s G * .
I  % i f
Now K  c h a r  K ^ G  K G  . S ince  K s G *  ,
»  t
using lem m a 1.1 we m a y fa cto r G b y  K and assume K  = 1
£  *Hence we m u st show that H = G
£  K
B y  above, H s G
L e t H <j G  and use induction on m . If m  = 1 , then 
H *  <j G and
. K  >
where Hj x p X  € 3E. «• * K H ^ h »  ^  H *  € Q *  = *  .
S o  G ^ J 'x  Is generated by two norm al 3£ -  subgroups and 
b y  N -  closure  we have G ^  x  € 3t •
i  at
Hence G *  s H** and we have e quality  and G ^ j ^  € 3L •
Now suppose m  > 1 . L e t H^ = H , T h e n
H , -  H 1 n H K = Hi (  H t n K  )  where n K  € S n £  = Z  .
m - 1
Since H
H .
H 1
H 3^  and
b y induction
V «,* i3fe •
X  3tT h e n , by the case m  ■ 1 , wo have H^ ■ G  and
G/ g  *  € *•
I t
Hence H = H = G and the lem m a is  p roved.
Although G / ^ X  is a lw ays a re sid u a lly  — I  g ro u p , 
it is not n e ce ssa rily  an -  group unless G satisfies the
is R  -  close d.
In the case of lo c a lly  finite  groups, h ow eve r, we have the 
follow ing known re su lt.
L e m m a  1 .3  L e t 3t = < S ,  R q > s if".
T h e n  R L l n L ^  =  L i .
P ro o f O b vio u s ly , L  £ R L  36. p L  L e t F  be a
fin ite ly  generated sugbroup of G .
S ince  G  (  L ? - then F  g ^  .
L e t 1 x € F  . S ince  G  g R L  jfc there  exists a
x f  K  (x ) .
Now F / p  n K (x )  *  F  K  ( x ^  (x )  which is a finite
m in im a l condition on norm al subgroups, o r  unless the class 36
U t  «L3tf>«-3F
subgroup of the L  1  -  group G / K . ^
Hence is contained in some 36 -  g ro up .
T h e re fo re , F  K (* )/ £  ^  € S  36 = 36 .
Now
n (  F  n k  (x )  )  = (  1 )
1 * x € F
S o , f  £ r  3L = 3b .
o
Hence G g L  36 ,
Th e  follow ing result relates the L  St -  residual of a 
lo c a lly  finite group G  to the 3L -  residuals of its finite subgroup
L e m m a  1 .4 Let G  be a lo ca lly  finite group . Let f  be 
a class of groups such that 9E = < S ,  Rq > s ¿f- . Th e n  
if 9t is a lso  Q  — closed we have 
L3t 3tG  = < F  | F  is a finite subgroup of G  > .
P ro o f B y  lem m a 1 .3  we have that G /£ .LX  g l 3E .
L e t R  = < F  j F  is a finite subgroup of G  > .
Th e n  R <j G  and if  F  is any finite subgroup of G
F  R y ^  — p R which is a hom om orphic
image of FyjLjj. £ R 0 IE = ^  •
T h e re fo re  F  R yj^ g Q  35. = X. .
Now le t K y ^ be any finite subgroup of *
Let K/ r  = < R k1 , • • •, R > •
T h e n  = < • *^n £ 3t by the above.
Hence G y ^ £ L i t  and it follows that
l3L „
G  s R .
H o w e v e r, if F  is any finite subgroup of G ,
FG/ S L*  t  S X  .  X. a n d
T h e re fo re , F ^ - s F  p G^- ^  s G^" ^ , 
So  R  s G*~^ and we have equality.
S e c .  2 P e rm u ta b tllty  of L o c a lly  Nilpotent Residuals
W lelandt has shown in £ 5] ,  that fo r a finite  group G ,  
generated b y  two subnorm al subgroups H and K
G *1  = H >VK n ' and H ^ K  = K H1' ” .
We a re  concerned here with s im ila r  re su lts  fo r the lo ca lly  
nilpotent residual of a group G ,  generated by tw o subnorm al 
subgroups, and shall show that p erm uta blllty  o ccu rs  when
H L i t K L i t > and H/j_|LJt g L IT ,
A s  Stonehew er points out in [33] »  the d ifficu lty  in 
extending the W ielandt p ro o f of p e rm u ta b ility  of nilpotent 
re sid u a ls  is that his proof depends on the fact that fo r som e 
inte ge r r ,  defining H** ^  (H ^ y
-h1-1 *
h A  = (  h?1 )
.itwe have H is a perfect subnorm al subgroup, and hence 
perm ute s with a ll subnorm al subgroups of G  (see W ielandt ) .
In general the se rie s
H . * ^ •
w ill not te rm in a te , and so we do not know whether fo r  som e 
inte ge r r ,  is p e rfe ct.
H o w e v e r, following the method in [33]  we use the 
fo llow ing generalization  by B re w s te r in w  of a re s u lt by 
Lennox [ 1^ ]  .
L e m m a  1 .5  (B re w s te r ) Suppose that H and K a re  subnorm al 
subgroups of a group G ,  that G  = < H ,  K > and that fo r a ll 
finite c a 1 , G  = H K V ( G ) .  T h e n  G = H K .
A  proof of this re su lt is included in the Appendix.
W e a re  now able to generalize  theorem A of [jag and obtain:
T h e o re m  A L e t G = < H ,  K  > where H , K are subnorm al
subgroups of G ,  and suppose that
= L it  L3X< M 1 ^  > • Th e n
G*- ^  = H L* ''K L i' ‘ provided that € l K .
P ro o f Let M  = G*- ^ - and fo r some Integer c s 1 let
N = Yc (M )  . Hence M  < G  . S ince  the class L lT -  satisfies
the hypothesis of lem m a 1 . 2  and since by lem m a 1 . 1
V'fiuwiHiiaiiHffir
I
(  H L j v  C L JV  , we m a y  apply lem m a 1 .2
/  X H > ^ N  )
to the product
H = ( H ^ N ) (  M/ N )  •
Now M / n  g f t  and so ( M ^  )
l Jl
= 1
Hence (  H ) L ,V  = (  H )  L J l "
B y  lem m a 1 .1 we have (H  ^  =
and therefore  ^H  )  = H N ^ j  anc*
hL31X N 4 Hf^ N *
S o  N <j M  and since M  = < , K*- ^ - > we
have
M  = H*-* K 1-^  Yc (M ) .
A s  this is true fo r all finite c ^ 1 , by le m m a  1 .5  we have
M  = H L Jt
C o ro lla ry  L e t G  = < H ,  K > w here H ,  K  sn G and 
suppose that
Th e n  If
W K ^
P roof
, L f t
-  < H
L i t  K L i L
h J ^ L T L  € L h ,  , 
G , J ' -  -  H 1^ and
we have
H ^ K K H
L i t
=
T h is  follows fro m  theorem  A  and the next le m m a.
Lem m a  1 .6 L e t G = < H ,  K > and let X  be a class
of groups such that G *  = H* K *  .
Th e n  H *  K = K  and H = H K •
I
P ro o f  K  H *  = K  K £  H* = K G J  = G *  K 
and G * K = H* K* K  = H *  K  .
*
since G  <j G
S o  H * K  = K  H *  . S im i la r ly  H K *
S e c . 3 T h e  Jo in  P roblem
In this section we shall be concerned so le ly  in p ro vin g  that fo r 
a lo c a lly  finite group G ,  generated by two subnorm al subgroups H
although it generalizes the m ethods used by W ielandt [35]> is 
independent of the finite ca se. In  chapter 3 ,  we shall d iscuss 
the lo c a lly  nilpotent and lo c a lly  soluble residuals of a lo c a lly  
fin ite  group generated by two s e r ia l subgroups, and give an 
a lte rna tive  proof which reduces to the finite case and the W ielandt 
theorem
We shall need the follow ing w e ll-k n o w n  stru ctu re  theorem  
f o r  lo ca lly  nilpotent, lo c a lly  finite groups.
L e m m a  1 .7  L e t G 5 L (  J  fl JX )*  Th e n  the set G ^  of
p—elem ents of G is a subgroup of G ,  and G is the d ire c t 
p ro du ct of the G .
P ro o f See Kurosh [|(,] V o l II p .  230.
We shall also need
L e m m a  1 . 8 ( Ht r sch -  P lo tk ln  -  B a e r )  If  3E. -  < N » S  > 36 s M ax 
then L  36. is N' -  closed.
P ro o f See Robinson [jj^] p . 57 Th e o re m  2.31 .
We begin by exam ining the n — residual O^CG) of a 
lo c a lly  finite group G . S ince  the class Is S  and Rq -  closed
we have by lem m a 1 .3  that G ^ tvG )  is a lo ca lly  finite n -  g ro up .
and K we have G
P
kl\J
L e m m a  1 .9  L e t X ,  V  be subgroups of a lo c a lly  finite group
G  such that G  = < X ,  Y  > and Y  sn G .  Suppose that e v e ry
finite subgroup of X  lie s  in a subnorm al subgroup of G  in X .
If  O n( Y )  s X  n Y  then O ^ G )  s X  .
P ro o f L e t Y  G and proceed by induction on m .
Case 1 m  = 1 . Th e n  Y  <, G  ,
B y  le m m a  1 .4
O ^ G )  = < O n( F )  | F  is a finite subgroup of G  > (* )
Now if F  is any finite subgroup of G ,  then F  is 
contained in som e finite subgroup F 1 w here
Fr1 = < x 1 , . . . , x n , y 1 , . . . , y m  > where xt € X ,  y^ e Y  .
T h e re fo re  F 1 = < X  p F  , Y  p F^ > .
B y  hypothesis there exists a subnorm al subgroup X  of G  
such that
x n F 1 S X 1 s X  .
Hence F 1 = < n F 1 , Y  n F 1 > and X , n F ,  sn F ^
Y  n F ,  4  F ,  .
Since F  is finite X  p F  ^
1 1 X t n F 1 )  * "
and Y  n F .  v» e *£. and since the class ^
> 6 " C Y  n F ,  )  '
satisfies the hypotheses of lem m a 1 .2  we have by lem m a 1 .2  
O^CF,) -  o"( X 1 n F 1 ) o"( Y  n f 1 ) s x .
Th e re fo re  O^CF) s X  for a ll finite subgroups F  of G  
and so by (* )
O n(G )  s X  as re quired.
Case 2 m  > 1
Suppose by Induction that the lem m a is true when Y  has 
subnorm al defect less than m .
L e t Y^ = Y  . Now If F  Is any finite subgroup of
V  f) X ,  then by hypothesis there exists a subnorm al subgroup S  
of G  such that
F  s S  s X  .
Th e n  F  £ S  p Y ^  £ Y^ p X  and since Y^ <j G ,
S  n < S  sn G ,  i . e .  S  p Y  sn G.
Hence the group Y  = < Y ^  p X ,  Y  > sa tisfies the
m™1 *. ___
hypotheses of the le m m a  and Y  Y  since Y  £ Y  .
T h e re fo re , by induction we have O ^ Y )  £ X  p Y ^  .
L e t M  = O ^C Y ), X  = X  p Y  and N = O n( * )  .
Th e n  M  s X  . U s in g  lem m a 1 .3  we have
> 6  < L 9 -„  a" d «  l 5 -„  •
Since O^CM) c h a r M  ch a r V  we have O n(M )  X  . 
T h e re fo re , by the P — closure  of the class
x/ o ”(M) * L 3 -n •
Hence N = O^CM ) ch a r V  and so N = O ^ Y )  and N <] G .
S ince y N « * Y  %  € I -3 -TT '  IN  TT  •
Now n
£ 0---£>
-  y G n/ n  
-  < | x e X  > .
S ince n -<
* ~
x 'If < € L- 2
TT
we know that Y  .
X n
is  generated by subnorm al -  subgroup 
TT
S in ce  the c la ss satisfies the hypotheses of le m m a  1 . 8 ,
TT
|_^i- is N * - closed and hence Y  y  g L  jf- .
TT  X n  v
We have reduced to case 1 , applied to the group
g/ n = < x/ n , y i / n  > slnce y i / n  < g/ n  *
Hence we m ay deduce that
° " < g/ n  )  ‘  x / n  •
B y  le m m a  1.1
O n ( G / N ) =  ° nC G > N /N *
T h e re fo re  O ^ G )  N 4 X  and O ^ G )  s X  .
Le m m a  1 . 10  L e t G  be a lo c a lly  finite group . Let A ,  B 
be subnorm al subgroups of G  and let J  = < A , B > .
T h e n  if F  ts any finite subgroup of J ,  there  exists a 
subnormal subgroup S  of G  such that 
F  < S  s J  .
P roof T h is  follows im m e d ia te ly  fro m  Roseblade and Stonehewer 
[jjj] T h e o re m  A .
It is now an e asy consequence of le m m a s 1 .9  and 1. 10 to
prove
Th e o re m  1 .1 Let G  be a lo c a lly  finite group generated by two 
subnorm al subgroups H and K .
P ro o f S in c e   ^ oTT(G) a  H 0 " ( G ^ qTT(G) € L ^
we have O ^ H )  s O n( G )  . S im ila r ly  O n( K )  s O^CG) , and so
B y  le m m a  1. 1 0 ,  the group < O ^ H ) ,  On(K )  > satisfies the 
hypotheses of the subgroup X  in le m m a  1 .9  .
Hence in lem m a 1 .9  let G  = < O n( H ) ,  K > ,
X  = < O ^C H ), O^CK) > and V  = K . T h e n  we have
Agatn  in lem m a 1 .9  let G  = G ,  X  = < O ^ H ) ,  K > and 
V  = H . T h e  subgroup X  satisfies the hypotheses of lem m a 1.9  
by lem m a 1. 10 .
Hence we have
Th e n  O n(G )  = < O ^ H ) ,  O n(K )  >  .
<  Q " (H ) ,  O n( K )  > s 0 " (G )  .
O "  (  < Q " (H ) ,  K > )  s < 0 " < H ),  Q " (K )  > .
O n(G )  s < O ^ H ) ,  K  > .
L e t L  = O™ (  < O n( H ) ,  K  > )  .
Th e n  L  s < O ^ H ) ,  O n(K )  > and L  <j O ^ G )  .
n
S ince  O^CG) c h a r G ,  we have by le m m a  1 .3  that
S o  O ^ G )  s L  < < O ^C H ), O n(K )  > and hence
0 " ( G )  = < 0 " ( H ) ,  0 " (K )  > .
We now prove the m a in  theorem  of this se ction .
T h e o re m  B L e t G be a lo c a lly  finite group generated by
tw o subnorm al subgroups H and K .
Th e n  G/ g LJX , H / H L )X  , K y ^ L l X  c L jX
and G
LJX
-  < H
l  j x
, K
LJX.
P ro o f B y  lem m a 1 .3  we know that G y ^ L l X  , H y '^ L j 'L  , K y '^ L J l -  
a re  lo c a lly  nilpotent.
B y  theorem  A  we know since H y ' |_|L_JV £ L lX  that
H*~^" and p e rm ute , p rovide d  that th eir join is equal to
. Hence it is enough to  prove that G ^ H
L )L
, K
U t,
Now H y 'n n G U V  =  H  G ^ g U V  f  U V and therefore
H L j l  ,  . S im ila r ly  G*- ^  and so
LJX LJX LJX < H , K  >  S G
In theorem 1 .1 let n =  { p }  and apply to the group G
generated by H and K . T h e n
0 P(G ) = < 0 P( H ) ,  0 P(K )  > .
B y  lem m a 1 . 7 ,  is the d ire c t product of p -g ro u p s .
Hence 0 P’( 0 P(K )  )  s .
Let L  = 0 P( G ) .  A p p ly in g  theorem  1.1 to the group L  
w ith  tt “  { P' }  we have
O p '( L )  = < 0 P’cOP(H )  ) ,  o P '(o P (K ) )  > .
LJX P
Now G  s O  (G )  and so by lem m a 1 .3
,LJX
/  C o re G< H*- * 1, , K
T h is  Is true fo r all p r im e s  p . 
Hence
,L Ì L is an , -  group.
_LjX H LJV . K
L I T
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C o r o lla ry  L e t H ,  K  g M in —sn 
in th e ir  join  G  = < H , K >
T h e n  G / ^ L J V  , HlyS^Lth
and let H ,  K be subnorm al 
a re  lo c a lly
nilpotent and
o '-* -  -  *  -  H a ’ - K LJU  .
P ro o f B y  the subnorm al coalescence of the class M in -s n  
(see  fo r exam ple g jj]) we know that G  g M in -s n  .
T h e re fo re  G ^ / q LJI- , K / ^ L J l ,  , a re  lo ca lly
nilpotent, since H ,  K  and G sa tis fy  M in -s n .
Now  H / h LJ1. , K / K LiV a re  lo c a lly  nilpotent groups
satisfying M in -s n  and th ere fore  they s a tis fy  M in  and 
a re  soluble (see Robinson [^y] p . 154 ) .
B y  the condition M in -s n  we have G ^< &  » » anci
Ky^i, a re  soluble and so by Stonehew er [ y ]  we have
H u i . K i .n .
H ence , without loss of g e n e ra lity , we m a y assum e G  = 
and G  is so lu b le . S ince  G satisfies M in -s n , G is 
¿Sernikov and lo c a lly  fin ite .
Hence G LJV = < H
u x K L JL
( 1Lh . L J L
H K  by
1 .
theorem  B .
C h a p te r 2. Th e  L o w e r C e n tra l S e rie s  of the Jo in  of two Subnorm al
Subgroups.
S e c . 1 Th e  M in im a l Condition on N orm al S u bgro u p s.
W e consider the nilpotent residual of a group G ,  generated 
by two subnorm al subgroups H and K ,  w h ich has the m inim al 
condition on norm al su bgroups. Th e  condition M in -n  of course 
ensures that the nilpotent residual of G has nilpotent factor 
group . H o w e ve r, since the condition M in -n  is not n e ce ssa rily  
inherited by norm al subgroups of G (See Robinson p . 153 ) ,
we have no guarantee that and K ^ J v a r e  nilpotent.
H o w e ve r, we a re  able to prove m ore  generally:
Th e o re m  C  L e t G g M in -n  and let H and K  be subnorm al
subgroups of G such that G = < H , K > . Th e n  fo r any 
positive integers , r 2  we have that
s Y (H )  Y (K )  
rt rx
F o r  the proof we shall need the following result on the 
derive d  se rie s of the Join of two subnorm al su bgrou ps, given
‘ n bo]*
Lem m a  2.1 (R oseblade) L e t H and K be subnorm al 
subgroups of a group G  = < H , K  > and let a» 3 be ®hy
positive intege rs. T h e n  there exists an integer j  such that
g ( 6)  s  h ( ol)  K ( p )
We shall also re q u ire  the following w e ll-k n o w n  re sults  
on groups satisfying M ln -n .
L e m m a  2 .2  (B a e r) A  soluble group which satisfies M in -n  is 
lo c a lly  fin ite .
Proof See Robinson [Is’j  p . 153.
L e m m a  2 .3  (C a r in ,  M e L a in ) T h e  lo c a lly  nilpotent groups which 
satisfy M in -n  are  p re c is e ly  the hypercentra l C e rn ik o v groups.
Th u s  f o r  loca lly  nilpotent g ro u p s, the p roperties M in  and M in -n  
co in cid e .
P ro o f See Robinson [a$] p . 154.
L e m m a  2 .4  (B a e r) G is a nilpotent group satisfying M in  if
and o n ly  if ^ (G ) satisfies M in  and ls a hilpotent
group.
Proof See Robinson [a«g p . 6 9 .
W ielandt has shown in [36J» fo r groups G w ith a 
com position s e rie s , and generated by two subnorm al subgroups 
H and K ,  that once the Join p ro p e rty  G*1, = < H^"f K^*>
is established fo r groups in this c la s s , then we have p e rm u ta b llity  
of the re s id u a ls , t . e .  G**" = Hn-K * \
W telandt's  argum ent can be adapted to groups in the class 
M in -s n ,  and this we prove In le m m a  2 . 5 .
Fo llo w in g  W ie la n d t, we define G *  inductively by:
„ r  « .r - 1
G*1  = (  G*1- )
ftnJ Suknerm J
L e m m a  2 .5  Suppose that fo r a group G »¿satisfying the 
m in im a l condition on subnorm al subgroups and generated by two 
subnorm al subgroups H and K ,  that G^1, = < H *  «* • > . Th e n
JH**- p erm utes with and so G^*“
P ro o f Since H is subnorm al In G ,  H satisfies the m inim al 
condition on subnorm al subgroups.
i i i M K n a n w r
Hence fo r r  su fficiently  large
and is a p erfect subnorm al subgroup of G . B y  £ 8]
* r
we obtain that Hrt p erm utes w ith a ll subnorm al subgroups of G .  
In p a rtic u la r  is a subgroup.
Now suppose that fo r any integer l ,  that Kn H tt is a 
subgroup. Th e n
:*H, t  = K h Hh' H 11*
i v»1“ 1
* 1- 1
Now H*1, , K  g M in -s n  and since M in -s n  is a subnorm al
c o a litio n  class [¿3 ] ,  the group < K ,  H*'- > £ M in -s n , and is
subnorm al in G .
B y  hypothesis < K ,  H**" H**' > .
j, . i - 1  * 1- 1  * 1- 1
H ence, K 1  l-T1  = < K ,  H > H and since
* 1- 1  h ni_1
< K ,  H11  > is n o rm a lize d  by H we have that
is  a subgroup. B y  induction on l de cre a sing  we obtain 
K ^ ’ H*'" is a subgroup.
We a re  now able to prove theorem  C .
K ^ H * 1“ 1
Rr-pof of theorem  C .  We know that there exist positive integers 
a and p such that
H (o) s Y <H > and k(P) * Y <K >
So by lem m a 2.1 there exists an Integer j  such that
—  <6) s Y Y
b  r\ rx
Now y . (
V  *
and s im ila r ly
v r  < h g ^ X g ( 6 ) > = rr ^ G y G^
2 2
Hence, without lo s s  of g e n e ra lity , we m ay assum e G  ^  
and that G is so lu b le . B y  le m m a  2 . 2 ,  G is lo c a lly  fin ite . 
B y  theorem  B we know  that the factors G / g L lt ,  H /^LM ,
V k 1*  are lo ca lly  nilpotent and that
G U V  = H U l K L n  s Y r C H ) Y r ,0<)
1 2
A s  be fore , we m a y  assum e G ^ "  = 1 so that G is
lo c a lly  nilpotent. But b y  lem m a 2 .3  G  satisfies the m in im a l 
condition. Hence H ^ n ,  and a re  nilpotent and
* y V 1-1)  Yr 2<K )  *
We w ish to show that G**’ = < H**’ , K ^ >  fo r then
by lem m a 2 .5  we know  that G**" = H^K***.
Let X  = < H*1- ,  K 1V> .
The n  X  G** s in ce  H ^  (Jn. -  H € f t
=> H *1  s G n  , and s im ila r ly  K ^ s  G 11- .
Now by lem m a 2 . 3 ,  G is a ¿ e rn lk o v  gro u p , t . e .  ar. 
extension of an abelian group satisfying M in  by a finite group. 
L e t  F  be the finite re sid u a l of G .  Th e n  F  is abelian 
and G ^  is a finite nilpotent group .
Now by lem m a 1 .2  (  H F  = H ^ ’F*'" = H*1  since
F  is  abelian. S im i la r ly  (  K F  = K*'". Hence without
loss of generality we m a y  assum e that F  s H p K .  A ls o  
since  G,/'. n*'P°tent we bave G ^  s F .
C o n s id e r H ^ ^ H . T h e  finite residual of H ^ t v  is • S ince
»/»*■  is nilpotent, we have by le m m a  2 .4  that
<
Jry^Ti. S C C  hx/'H*V > * S ° e v e ry  sub9rotJP l/ h »T- contained in lySyfL
Is ce ntra lize d  by H ,  and so H n o rm a lize s  e ve ry  subgroup L  
such that s L  s F .  In p a rt ic u la r , H  norm a lizes X .
S im i la r ly  K n o rm a lize s  X .  Hence X  <j G .
Now G / x  = < H / x  , >
S ince  g ft. , is  generated by two
subnorm al nilpotent subgroups and G ^ ,  satisfies M in .
Hence by g jj] we have that G / x  £ f t  end so X .
Hence G ^  = < H ^ - , > and the theorem follows since
= H ^ K ^ i  Yr 1 CH > Yr 2^K ^
W e Introduce some notation before p ro vin g  a c o ro lla ry  
to the theorem . If H and K a re  subgroups of a group G , 
then the p e rm u tize r, P H ( K ) ,  of K  in H is  defined in [Sl]
to be the largest subgroup of H which perm ute s with K .
C o ro lla ry  Let G  g M in -n  and let G = < H ,  K > w here
H and K are subnorm al subgroups of G . Th e n  there
exists a positive integer j  such that Y (H )  «;
6 H
P ro o f We have that G ^" s H K fro m  th eore m  C .  Hence
if L  = G *  K ,  then L  = (  H p L  )  K ,  and since L
is a subgroup we have that H f) L  perm utes with K .
Hence H p L  * P  (K )  . S ince Y ( H )  £ P H fo r sorhe 6 
H 6
we have that Y (H )  s H p L .
6
Hence Y (H )  P J K )  .
6 M
We note that the p ro o f of the c o ro lla ry  is  taken fro m  that 
given in the case of the derived se rie s  in (see (So) c o ro lla ry
to T h e o re m  B ) .
S e c ,  g Th e  M axim al Condition on S u b n o rm a l Subgroups.
We begin with an im portant theorem  of M a l'c e v  which 
relates subgroups of a p o lycyclic  group to the subgroups of finite 
index that contain them . Although the M a l'c e v  theorem is true 
fo r a s ligh tly  la rg e r  class of groups than p o ly c y c lic  gro u p s, we 
shall only be concerned here with the p o ly c y c lic  case. We shall 
need this theorem  several tim es tn the thesis and since it is not 
re a d ily  accessible in the lite ra tu re  we give a proof here based on 
that given by M a l'c e v  in [| j] .
T h e o re m  2.1 (M a l'c e v ) L e t G be a p o ly c y c lic  group . Then 
any subgroup of G is equal to the interse ction  of a ll the subgroups 
of finite index that contain it .
tl«BHMMMFlitSIIMISr
P ro o f  We use induction on d ,  the de rived length of G .
If  d = 1 , then G is a belia n. Hence e v e ry  subgroup of G 
is a norm al subgroup of G ,  and since each factor group is 
re s id u a lly  f in ite , the theorem  fo llo w s.
So assum e d > 1 arid le t G 1 be the d e rive d  group of
G .  L e t H be any subgroup of G and let F  be the intersection 
of a ll  subgroups of finite index containing it .  T h e n  obviously 
H £ F .  Suppose fo r  a contradiction that H < F .  Hence 
we can find an elem ent f  g F  such that f j  H .  We consider
f j  H G„ . S in ce  f is contained in the intersection of
T
subgroups of finite index containing H G^ , we m a y  , without loss 
of g e n e ra lity , factor G  by G^ and assum e G^ = 1 and G 
is  a b e lia n . But then b y  the case d = 1 , we obtain f g H ,  a 
co n tra d ictio n .
C a se  2 . f g H G r T h e n  f = h^ 91 h1 € H . £>! e •
L e t
T  =  H n g 1 . Th e n 9 1 ^ T  and G 1
has d e rive d  se rie s of
length d - 1 .
Hence by induction there exists a subgroup F^ of finite
index in G , containing T  such that » .  1 F r
L e t I G 1 8 F 1 I = s .  Th e n
s  *
G^ char G 1 <  G , SO G 1S " <j G and «1 / t g , * ! o > •
Suppose that f g H G ^ - . Th e n  f = h2 g£ where g H ,
CM
01 sg G 1 • , and h2 gg = h , 0l •
So h 1 _1 h2 = 91 92_1 g H n G , = T -
So  9l g H G , * 1' w hich is a contradiction to ( 1 ) . So  f j! h  G l sJ.
H e n c e , without loss of g e n e ra lity , we m a y factor G
b y
siG 1 " and assum e G ,  € * and G ^ S ‘ = 1 .
■U rliUllMMIiiHMiL
So | H G 1 s H | = | G 1 : H n G 1 J = t ,  sa y .
t> - i t*
L e t M  = H G 1 . Th e n  M  ‘ s H . So  f  i M  • and we m ay
t' 1 'assum e M ’ = 1 and M  is finite.
T h e n  H is fin ite , of o rd e r n , sa y. S ince G is 
re s id u a lly  fin ite , fo r each h. g H i = 1 , . . . . , n  there exists 
a no rm a l subgroup N. of G  such that | G  : | <  „
and f N t ■* ni
N. .
I
L e t N = 0 N. . Th e n  | G  : N 
1= 1 1
| is finite and
H N  . But H s H N and | G  : H N | is fin ite , a co n trad ictio n.
W e also use the following le m m a.
Lernm a  2 .6 L e t G  = H N where N <j G  and H is subnorm al
in G .  Th e n , given any positive integers r .  , r_  there exists  1 2
an intege r r  such that
y J G )  s Yr  CH) Y r  (N )  . 
r  r 1 1
P ro o f Since N <j G ,  Y r  ( N )  ts a norm al subgroup of G and
2
hence without loss of gene ra lity  we m ay assum e y (N )  = 1
r 2
and that N is nilpotent.
Suppose that the norm al closure se rie s  of H tn G is
H = H < H  4 . . .  < H .  < j H = G .
n n- 1  1 o
Now fo r each i ,  H J_1 <j and 0 = n N
L e t l = n - 1 . Th e n  by F ittin g 's  theorem  we obtain that 
H is  nilpotent.
Hence there exists an integer c^ 1 such that
Yc <H |-1> * Y -C H ) .
n- 1  1
u i M M K r i a i K U i !
▼  a i. i * vs * v o o *
Suppose that we have found an integer c j_ 1 such that
Y c * Yr C H ).
't - 1
Th e n  b y  F itt in g 's  theorem  H >
'  V
is nilpotent.
Y c <H i-1 >1-1 1 1
Hence there exists a n  integer c^ such that 
Yc.<H i> * Y c ^ C ^ - W  * Y r / H>*
B y  induction on i d e cre a sing  we obtain an integer c q  = r  such that 
y ^ (G ) s (H )  and the lem m a is p ro ve d .
We shall now p ro v e  the follow ing theorem  on the join of 
two subnorm al subgroups which satisfy the m axim al condition on 
subnorm al su bgro u ps.
Th e o re m  D ,  Suppose that H and K  are  subnorm al subgroups *1
of th e ir join G = < H ,  K  > , and that H and K sa tisfy the 
m axim al condition f o r  subnorm al subgroups. T h e n , g iven any two 
positive integers r^ and r  # there exists a positive integer r  
such that
YrCG) * < Yr Yr 0<) > *
1 2
P ro o f B y  the subnorm al coalescence of the class M a x -s n , ,
we have that G £ M a x -s n . N ow  there exist positive Integers
s„ , s such that 
1 2
► W * Yr  <H > K (S 25 s  Y r  <K ) •
that
Th e n  by le m m a  2.1 there exists a positive integer s such
G (S) £ H ^ l 5 K(S 25 s < y (H ) ,  Y <K) >
1 2
Let X  = < v_  ( H ) ,  Vr< ( K )  > . N ow , without loss of 
r 1 r 2
g e n e ra lity , we m a y assum e C o re ^ X ) 1. Hence G^8  ^ ■ 1 and
V '{¡WMIIfliiHIHiKli:1
G  is soluble. S ince G  £ M a x -s n , G  is p o lycyclic .
L e t G  have d e rive d  length d . We use induction on d .
If  d = 1, then G is abelian and the theorem  is tr iv ia lly  tru e .
S o  assum e d > 1 and that the theorem is true fo r soluble groups 
of derived length less than d . Let N be the last but one term  
of the derived s e rie s . Th e n  G/j^ has derived length d-1  , and 
by induction there exists a positive integer r^  such that 
Y (G )  * N X .
r 3
B y  le m m a  2 .6  there exist positive integers t  ^ , t^ such that
V t ( N H )  * Y r < H )  and V t ( N K )  s Yr •
1 1 2 2
S o  replacing ^ , r 2 b y  t< , tg re sp e ctive ly , we m a y  
assum e that N £ H p K  . Hence N n o rm a lizes X  and so 
X  <, X  N .
Now X  ty x  ~  %  n x  € ei
L e t L  = Y (G ) .
3
Th e n  L '  < ( X N ) '  s X ,  and since L '  < jG  we have 
L '  = 1 since C o r e _ (X )  = 1 .
L e t M  = X  L .  Th e n  X  <  M  and M/ x  a- L/\_n x  * Ot
Since M  is p o ly c y c lic , there exists F  <j M , X  £ F ,  such 
that M/f  is finite and is to rs io n -fre e . Let | M  : F  | = n .
T h e n  M n s F ,  so we have | M  ! M nX  | is finite and
M nX ^  is to rs io n -f re e .
Now by theorem  2 . 1 ,  there exists a subgroup F q  of G 
such that | G  ! F q | < «  and
M ° X  = F  p M .
o "
B y  W lelandt [35] we have that there exists an integer r 4 
such that
Yr (G) * *  CoreG(Fo) ‘
4
L e t R = C o r e _ (F  )  and let o  o
r _  =  max 
5 i V r 4
} ,  then
Y r  (G )  5  X  R n M 
5
= X (  R n M ) * X ( F o n m ) = X M n ,
Hence we m a y suppose that L  = V r f )
o
and that
is  t o r s io n -f r e e .
B y  the same method we can now  show that fo r a ll  p rim e s  
there exist positive  integers r (p )  su ch  that
v K p ) tG ) s x m P  ■
L e t l be the rank of G .
, l
T h e n  ,p  has o rd e r less than o r  equal p .
/  X  M
S ince  L  = v (G )  we have
r 5
v . . ( G )  < X  M p fo r a ll p r im e s  p .
' r j H  D
Hence Y r +i ^G  ^ «  fl x  •
5 p
Now  (  )  P = X  and since is
to rs io n -fre e  abelian of finite rank
n ( ^ ) P "  * •
Hence n x m p  = X  and Y . . ( G )  = *  • T r +1
p 5
L e t  r = r _  +  l . o
The n
Y_CG) s  < y  <H >> Y CK) > and the theorem  is
Cl *^ o
p ro ve d .
S e c . 1 L o c a lly  F in ite  G ro u p s.
We begin w ith an a lternative  proof to theorem  B ,  which 
a lso  w ork s fo r s e ria l subgroups. T h e  p ro o f, ho w e ve r, reduces 
to the finite case and the W ielandt theorem  given in [55]  .
C hapter 3 R esiduals of the Jo in  of two Ascendant Subgroups.
T h e o re m  3.1  L e t G  = < A ,  B  > be a lo c a lly  finite group ,
w here A  and B a re  se ria l subgroups of G .  Let
&  = < R , S , Q > 3 £  and suppose that fo r any two finite 
o
subgroups X  and V  w hich a re  su bn o rm a lly  embedded in th eir 
jo in  that
< X, V  ^  = < X*-, V *  > = X * V
. L *  A U t  _ L *  . L i  L £= < A  , B  > = A  BT h e n  G/^l-X. g L ^ t and G
P ro o f B y  lem m a 1 . J  we have G / ^ U (■ g L*< .
L e t  N = G L3t and M  = < A L *  , B LX-> . We w ill show 
f irs t  that M  = N .
Now a/ a  n N *  A r %  e L ( * n 3 t )
S o  A^- ^ - s A  n N s N . S im ila r ly  B*-  s N .
S o  M N .
B y  lem m a 1 .4  N = < F *  | F  is a finite subgroup of G >
*
S o  it is enough to p rove  that F  s M  fo r finite subgroups 
F  of G .
L e t F  be any finite subgroup of G . Th e n  F  is contained 
in some subgroup F^ where
F^ = <r b ^ , . . . , b ^  > f  A  kj € ® •
T h e n  F  is finite and
f 1 = < F-, fl A * n B  > •
OD
S o  F ' X < f , n A, F1 n B
S in ce  A  is a s e ria l subgroup of G ,  A  p is
subnorm al in the finite subgroup F  . S im ila r ly  B  n F 1
is  subnorm al in F  .
S o ,  by hypothesis
f  *■ s < A n Fi * B n Fi >*
= < ( A  n F i )*  » (  B  n )  > 
s M
S o  N s M  and we have
G -  a 1- * ’ f-  < > •
L i  „ L X  , „ a L X
T o  show p e rm u ta b illty  of A  and B le t a £ A
and b f. B*- ^ - .
T h e n  a b g G*- *" and as before
. L i < F  *  | F  is a finite subgroup of G  > .
S o  a b c E *  . . . E  *  w here E  is finite 1 s i s s .  
^ 1 s >
L e t  E  = < E 1 •A•
UJ•••
T h e n  a b < E *■ and E  is
some finite subgroup E  9 such that 
o
i  —Hence a b £ E  < E  *  o
- < A n E 0 * B
i , ,
B (  A n E0 )  Ci 
i ,
■ (  b  n E 0 )  C -
E  n A ,  E  n B  >~o ~ < “ o "  " •  “ o
i  B L l A L > t
L *  , L *
Hence a b f B  A
e  a LX
So B A
Sec ■ 2 G roups with the M in im a l Condition on Subnorm al 
S u b g ro u p s■
L e t  G  £ M in —sn. L e t F  ( G )  be the sm a lle st subgroup 
of fin ite  index of the group G .  L e t  E  (G )  = F  (G )* . Th e n  
E  (G )  is  the sm a lle st subgroup w ith  C e rn ik o v  factor group . Th e  
fo llow ing lem m a is proved by H a rtle y  and Peng in [ (c>]  .
We include th e ir proof as it has not yet appeared in the lite ra tu re .
L e m m a  3.1  L e t H ,  K  g M in -s n  and suppose that H and K 
a re  ascendant subgroups of a group G . T h e n  E  (H )  < N ( K )  .
P ro o f Suppose fo r a contradiction  that the re sult is false
so that there e x ist ascendant subgroups H , K q of a group
G  w h ich  sa tisfy  M in -s n  but a re  such that H_ = E  (H  )  o 1 o
does not n o rm a lize  K . A m ong the subnorm al subgroups ofo
K  w h ich  a re  not n o rm a lize d  by H , let K be m in im a l, 
o 1 i
and le t G 1 = < H 1, K 1 >  . B y  construction , n o rm a lize s
e v e ry  p ro p e r subgroup of , and hence n o rm a lize s  also th e ir 
p rodu ct L .  T h e re fo re  L  < , and c le a r ly  L  .
L e ttin g  G  = , H = H , l/ l  ,  K  = ^  L / l
we now  have, using the fact that fo r any group G ,  E  (E (G )  )  = E  (G )  
(s ince  the class of C e rn ik o v  groups is extension closed)
H , K  asc G ( 1 )
H = E  (H ) ( 2 )
K is sim ple (3 )
H i  n g (K ) (4 )
F ro m  Robinson ([¿ 5 ] L e m m a  4 .3  and C o ro lla ry ) , we obtain 
H «j2  G  (5 )
2
I f  K  = K ' ,  then it  follows fro m  (1 ) and (3 )  that K G . 
T h is  follow s by a sim p le  Induction on the length of a se rie s
connecting K to G ,  using the w ell-know n fact that a non—abelian 
sim ple subnorm al subgroup of a group is at m ost 2 -  step 
su b n o rm a l. But then H s  N _ (K )  since F  (G )  n o rm a liz e s  
e v e ry  subnorm al subgroup ( s e e  [aYj )  . Hence (4 )  is contradicted.
T h e re fo re  K is c y c lic  of p rim e  o rd e r p , and the
Q
norm al c lo su re  K = K  is a lo c a lly  finite p -  g ro u p , by
( 1 )  and [as*] p . 20  acco rding to which the class of lo ca lly
finite p -  groups is closed under form ing joins of ascendant
—  —  G
subgroups. Now fro m  (5 )  we have [ K , H ] ^ K p H  — R 
and [  R ,  H ] £ K n H = s * a norm al lo ca lly  finite p -  subgroup 
of H . S ince  H sa tisfies M in -s n  , so does S ,  and hence 
S  is B e rn ik o v  (  fa$] p . 171 ) .  Now is  finite
and F  ( S )  is the union of its finite ch a ra cte ristic  subgroups; 
since S  <j H and H has no p ro p e r subgroups of finite index, 
it follow s that H c e n tra lize s  and F  ( S ) .  T h e re fo re ,
H ' = H ce ntra lize s  S .
Hence H sta b ilize s  by conjugation the se rie s
1 <j S  <j R <j K
of K  and we find su cce ssive ly  that H ' = H ce ntra lize s  R and 
then K  . W e now have H s N G (K ) ,  a final contradiction to (4 ) .
W e examine E  (G )  in the following case:
L e m m a  3 .2  L e t G  = < H ,  K  > where H , K  asc G and 
H ,  K  g M ln -s n . T h e n  G  f  M ln -s n  and
E  (G )  = E ( H ) E ( K )  .
P roof T h e  class M ln -s n  fo rm s a subnorm al and an ascendant 
coalition class (see fAJfl theorem s 4.1 and 4 .2  ) .  Hence 
G £ M in -s n .
Now  E  (H )  H and so E  (H ) e M in -s n ; s im ila r ly  
E (K )  g M ln -s n .
S ince  E  (H )  and E  ( K )  have no p ro p e r subgroups of 
finite index, they are  su bno rm al in G ,  and n o rm a lize  each other 
(  [a'i] lernm a 4 .3  ) .  Hence fro m  above E  (H )  E  (K )  is a subnorm al 
subgroup of G satisfying M in -s n .
L e t X  = E  (H )  E  (K )  .
Th e n  E  (H ) £ E  (G )  and E ( K )  s E  (G )  . Hence
X  s E  (G ) ,  and X «  E  ( G ) , by le m m a
2
3 . 1 .  Hence X  <j G .
W e consider L = <  H ,  E ( K )  >  . Th e n  by le m m a  3.1
E  (G ) S n g (H ) and hence X  s N q (H ) . S o  L  -• X  H .
Now  X  <j^  X  H .
Th e n  X  H ^ H  = X H H / ^ , H  -  H ^ H  ^  H
w hich is C e rn tk o v.
.H
A ls o  X xH n x  H
«= x ( x n h )
H H
and therefore X / ^  e? X  p H / £  ^ h
I
w hich is C e m ik o v .
S ince | X  H : N x  H (X )  | < „  (see frt] o r  C»»] )  and by
the P -c lo s u re  of the class of C e rn ik o v  groups (  £ 5-] p . 6 9  )
X  H
> £ ° r e x  H(X )
is C e rn ik o v .
Hence E  ( X  H )  * X  .
But E  (H )  £ E  ( X  H ) and E  (K )  = E  (  E  (K )  )  £ E  (X  H ) .
Th e re fo re  E  (X  H ) = X  and X  is  norm a lized  by H . S im ila r ly  
X  is norm a lized  by K . S o  X  <j G and
G/ X  = < H , K X ^ ,  >
is generated by two ascendant B e rn ik o v  g ro u p s, and so is 
S e rn ik o v  by [jj,^ theorem  4 . 2 .
Hence E  (G )  £ X  and so
E  (G )  = E  ( H )  E  (K )  .
We a re  now able to p ro ve:
T h e o re m  E  L e t G = < H ,  K  > w here H ,  K g  M ln -s n  and 
H ,  K  asc G .  Th e n  G ^  a  e * and
G *  = < H -6 , K A > = H * K A .
P ro o f S ince  M ln -s n  is an ascendant coalition class we have 
G £ M in -s n . Hence A £ Jb •
L e t A  = G A  and B  = < H
S in c e , as before H ^  £ G A and K -5 s G
<. VIm
Now G ^ .  G ) is C e m tk o v , and hence is
Now ( G ^ e ( G ) >  “  (  (G )
and by the Q -c lo s u re  of the class we have
g * e <g> É : c g > by le m m a  1 .1c °sk (G )
S in ce  
to obtain
(G ) is lo c a lly  fin ite , we m a y  apply theorem  3.1
A  E  (G )  = B  E  (G )  = H6 K * E  ( G )  .
N ow  G , £  is C e m ik o v . Hence E  ( G )  ^ A .
S im i la r ly ,  E  (H )  s H4  , E  (K )  KC* .
B y  lem m a 3 .2  we have
E ( G )  = E  ( H )  E  ( K )  . 
Hence G *  = h f  K ^ .
C o ro lla ry  L e t H be a perfect ascendant subgroup of a group
G ,  and le t K be an ascendant subgroup of G .  Th e n  if
H ,  K  g M in -s n  H perm utes w ith K .
P roof T h is  follow s fro m  theorem  E  and le m m a  1 .6  .
T h e o re m  F  L e t G : 
H ,  K  asc G .
T h e n  G/Q-tl g
and G L ? t  = <
= < H 
L3V
h l t v
9 K  > H , K £ M in -s n
K L n ->  -  H l J V K L ’ 1
and
P ro o f A s  in theorem  E ,  we obtain that G  g M in -s n .
Hence G ^ L J L  g L i t  .
L o c a lly  nilpotent groups satisfying M ln -s n  a re  C e rn ik o v  
and soluble ( see,  fo r exam p le, [¿q  p . 154 ) .
T h e re fo re  H / ^ U V  » , and G ^ L J l  a re  soluble.
B y  theorem  E
„ A H * K *  .
S o  without toss of g e n e ra lity , we m a y  assum e G ^  = 1 , and 
is soluble. But then G  is te rn ik o v  and so lo c a lly  fin ite .
I I li («UH M H H iH H SIL
Hence by theorem  3 .1
G LJ>- -  H ^ K 1^  .
W e note that the equivalent theorem  is not true fo r nilpotent 
re s id u a ls , since the join of two ascendant nilpotent subgroups which 
s a tis fy  M in -s n  need not be nilpotent.
L e t G  = < t ,  A ; a fc= a 1 , ~I
0
II 1 . a g A  > where
A  o. Cgo, . T h e n  T  = < t > and A a re ascendant in G
and belong to M in -s n  q JV  . But G is not nilpotent.
P A R T  T W O
C R I T E R I A  F O R  S U B N O R M A L I T Y  A N D  
A S C E N D A N C Y  IN  S O L U B L E  A N D  
G E N E R A L IZ E D  S O L U B L E  G R O U P S
■
4.1  C h a p te r 4 Su b n o rm a lity  and Ascendancy in Soluble and 
Generalized Soluble  G ro u p s.
Th e  results in this chapter a re  based on those proved by 
W ielandt fo r finite groups in  [34,].
Follow ing Kurosh [|fc] we use the following definitions:
A  class of generalized soluble groups is a class satisfying
?  n l  s A  «  ^
i . e .  a finite 3t-group is soluble and e v e ry  soluble group is an 
group.
A  group is SN* o r  S I*  if tt has re spe ctively an ascending 
o r  ascending norm al se rie s  with abelian facto rs.
S e c . 1 Soluble G ro u p s .
Th e  m ain theorem s in  this section w ill be:
Th e o re m  G .1  Let G  be a soluble group of derived length 
d ,  and let H be a subgroup of G .  Suppose that fo r a ll sequences 
h 1 , . . . .  .h ^ ; hj (  H ,  n a fixed intege r, and fo r a ll g g G
[  9* ^  > • • • • 
nd
Th e n  H <  G .
C o ro lla ry  G .1  L e t G  be a soluble group of derived length 
d and H a subgroup of G .
Th e n  tf H n < H ,g  > vg € G» n a fixed integer, 
then H 0(1 G .
Th e  c o ro lla ry  follow s easily  fro m  the theorem  since if 
L  = < H ,g  > , some g € G , by hypothesis we have Y L h "*  H .
t h i iu M iiiH a t n s ;
IHence the subgroup H satisfies also the hypothesis of the th eore m .
Th e o re m  H .1  L e t G  be a soluble group and let H be a 
subgroup of G  . Th e n  H is subnorm al in G  if and only if 
there exists an integer n * 0 and fo r each g g G  a sequence
H . H of generating sets of H such that T g ,H  H ] s l1 n ' ■ i n
F o r  our proof of theorem  G .1  we exam ine c lo se ly  the 
follow ing special case:
L e m m a  4 ■ 1 L e t G  be a group and let H be a subgroup of 
G  , and suppose that G  = H A  where A  <j G and A  g .
If , fo r all sequences h ............ h^; h^ f  H ,  n a fixed
in te g e r, and fo r  all g £ G
[  9 ,  --------,h n ]  6 H
then H «q1 G .
P ro o f Since A  <  G  we have A  f| H <j H ,  and since
A  is abelian H n A  A  . S ince the hypotheses of the theorem
re m a in  true on taking hom om orphic im ages of G , we m a y  factor 
by H n A  and assum e H n A  = 1 .
Now  let a g A .  L e t  g1 .......... ,g n be any sequence in  G .
S ince  G  = H A  we have ... that g ( = at hj where
a, € A ,  ht € H .
Hence [  a , g 1 .............. ,9 n ]  = [  a , a ^  ............ anhn ]
Now  [  a ,  a^h^ ]  = [  * ,  h^ ]  [  a ,  a^ ]  1
by sim ple com m utator calculus 
-  [  a ,  h 1 ]  since A  g ©Jj
N ow  A  <  G and so [ a ,  h ] g A .  Hence by a sim p le  
induction we have
[  a ,  , . , . . , h ^  ]  = [  a ,  ]•
B u t by hypothesis [  a ,  h1 ............ h^ ]  £ H and since A  < G  ,
£ a , , .......... h^ ]  € A .
S o  £ a , h^ ,  . . . .  , h^ ]  € a  n h  = 1 .
S o  £ a ,  g1 , . . . .  , gn ]  = 1 fo r all sequences g 1 * . . . . . g r).
Hence a g r (  G ) 
n
and since a was a rb it ra ry  A  s £ ^ ( G ) .
N o w  since •
H C t ^ «  H C l+i <GK  v t a
t ( G ) ^  Ct ( G )
w ith C ( G  )  = 1
we have
H < H C , ( G  )  < • • . <3 H C n ( G  )  = G
. . nl »c* H ^  G  •
W e can now e a sily  prove theorem  G ,1  w ith  the aid of the 
le m m a .
P ro o f (of theorem  G . 1 )  We use induction on d .  If
d = 1 then G is abelian and H is obviously a norm al subgroup. 
Hence assum e d > 1 and that the theorem is true fo r soluble 
groups of derived length less than d . Let A  be the last but 
one te rm  of the derive d  se rie s of G  . The n  A  < G and A  (  f f l  .
S in c e  the hypotheses of the theorem  re m a in  true  on taking 
hom om orp hic  im ages of G ,  we have by induction on d , since
G  /  A  has derive d  length d - 1 , that
H A / A  <3nCd" ’ ) G /A
« u a  n (d - 1 )  _  i . e . H A  <j G  .
B u t the group H A  satisfies the hypotheses of lem m a 4.1  
and so by the lem m a
H  n H A  
nd
Hence H <j G  .
W e p rove  theorem  H . 1 in a f a ir ly  s im ila r  way using the 
follow ing le m m a  in place of lem m a 4 . 1 .
L e m m a  4 ,2  L e t G  =  H A  w here A  <j G  , A  g 0L. T h e n  if 
there exists  an integer n j. 0 and fo r  each g f  G  a sequence
H ^ , . . . . , H ^  of generating sets of H such that
[  g , H 1 .......... ]  s H ,  then H < jn G  .
P ro o f A s  in lem m a 4 .1  we have H n A  o  G and since 
o u r hypotheses re m a in  true  under hom om orphic images of G we 
m a y fa cto r by H p A  and assum e H p A  = 1.
L e t a g A .  T h e n  b y  hypothesis, for a sequence , . . . .  ,H ^  
of generating sets of H we have
[ H 1# ..........H n ^
X
S ince A  <  G we have [  a ,  H 1 ( . . . . , H n ]  s A  and so
[  a » * • • •' , H n 3
S H n A = 1 .
Hence [ a ,  H  H ^  ]  ce ntra lize s a ll elements in a
generating set of H and so is contained in the c e n tra lize r of H .
N ow  suppose that [  a ,  , . .  •. *Hn_j ]  s C anc*
l l+1 € f a ' H l , " , , , H n-<i+1)  3*
A s  before if g = h a ' som e h € H . a ' € A
[  i l + 1 .  a  ]  -  C It+1 * h  3
S in ce  we supposed [  a ,  , . . . .  ]  s wc
have [  1|+1, g ]  € C t <G > V 9 € G .
Hence l J+1 € C 1+1< G ) and [  a ,  ^  , . . . .  j  ]  s Ct+1( G
B y  induction on i we obtain A  s C n( G ) .
A s  b e fo re , since 
H C t( G )
C t( G )
H  C i t , ( G J .
^ C , C O )
with r „ ( G ) -  1 , wo have 
* o
»> .SlunUMIW UMSKE
H <j H ^ ( G  )•<. . . < H C n( G  )  = G
Hence H «3 G  .
Proof of Th e o re m  H . 1 T o  show sufficiency of the condition
we use induction on d , the d e rive d  length of G . If  d = 1 then
G  is abelian and H <j G .
S o  we m a y assum e d > 1 and that the theorem  is true
fo r  a ll soluble groups of derived length less than d .  We in fact
nd
p ro ve  by induction that H < G .
L e t A  be the last but one te rm  of the d e rive d  s e rie s  of G  .
T h e n  A  £ Ol and A  <j G  . S in ce  the hypotheses of the theorem
re m a in  true on taking quotients of G we have by induction on d
a h / a
n(d- 1  )
V a
Hence H A  <3 ^  G  .
S ince the group H A  satisfies the conditions of le m m a  4 .2  
we obtain H <jn H A  and hence H < jnt* G  ,
T o  show the necessity of the condition let H sn G  and 
have norm al closure  se rie s
H = L n <  L n _i o  • • • o  L 0 = G
Th e n  if H .............. H a re  generating sets of H and1 m
g g G we have
[  9 , H 1 ............Hm  ]  s L m  0 s m  s n.
S e c . 2 G eneralized Soluble Groups
F o r  SI* -  groups we obtain the follow ing two theorem s 
analogous to theorem s G .1  and H .1  in section 1 of this ch a p te r.
>1
T h e o re m  G .2 Let G  be an SI* -  g ro up , and let H
be a subgroup of G 
a ll sequences h^ , . ,  
integer n = n ( g )  such that [ g , , 
H is ascendant in G  .
Suppose that fo r each g g G  and f o r  
of H that there exists an
T h e n,h n ]  € H .
C o r o lla ry  G .2  
be a subgroup of G 
that H a sc  G .
T h e o re m  H .2 
be a subgroup of G
L e t G  be an SI* -  group and let H 
T h e n  H asc < H ,  g > y g g G  im p lie s
L e t G  be an SI* -  group and let H 
T h e n  if fo r  each g g G  there e x is ts
an integer n = n ( g )  and a sequence of
generating sets of H such that [  g 
H asc G  .
H 1 ’ ,H  T s H then n J
W e m ention that as shown in [i©] the condition stated in 
theorem  H . 2  is not n e ce ssa ry  fo r ascendancy, fo r let G be the 
w reath p ro du ct C \ B  of a group C  of type by an
e le m e n ta ry  abelian group of o rd e r 4 generated by i and J . 
Th e n  G  Is lo c a lly  nilpotent and satisfies the m in im a l co n d itio n , 
and hence is h y p e rc e n tra l. L e t H = < C ,  l > ,  then H a sc  G 
since G  ts hypercentral 
generating sets of H we have that
Now fo r any sequence , . ,  . .  , of
[  [  J• c ]n_ 1 l ]  € [  J*
c Is any generator of C .
B y  a sim ple induction we can show that
,H  I w here 
n J
c r J’ C )n - 1  1 3
_ ^ - 2  ^ - 2  ¿ 1-B  _ ^ - 2
( c  c J c c J )
( - 1 )
n-2
B ut if  this elem ent lie s  In H we m ust have c 
H ow e ve r fo r  eaqlp n we can alw ays find a generator c
^ - 2
1
such that c 1 /  1. Hence we can not find a sequence
We note, h o w e v e r, that if H is fin ite ly  generated then the 
condition is n e ce ssa ry  [  See [ 10]  lem m a 2 .4  ] .
We begin the p ro o f of theorem  G .2  with the follow ing le m m a .
Lem m a  4 .3  L e t  G be a group and le t H be a subgroup 
of G  . Suppose that G  = H A  where A  <j G  and A  £ &L 
and that fo r each g g G  and fo r  all sequences h^ , . , . ,  , h . , . . , ,  of 
H there exists an in te g e r n = n ( g )  such that [  g , h ^ , . . . . , h  ]  g f
T h e n  H asc G  .
P ro o f We have H p A  <] H since A  < G  and H p A  «j A
since A  £ 0 1  . Hence H p A  <j G and since  the hypotheses of 
the lem m a re m a in  tru e  on taking hom om orphic images of G  , we m a y 
fa cto r by H p A  and assum e H p A  = 1 .
Now C ^ ( H )  is  norm a lized  by H and C ^ ( H )  <3 A  since
A  € © l  and so C A (H )  <, G .
Hence we can define groups A  fo r  o rd in a ls  a by
a
of generating sets of H such that [  j ,  H ,  ]  s i-
« " / A
-  C A ^  (H )  
l X a
and A  = n A  fo r lim tt o rd in a ls  \ .
X , aa<X
Th e n  A  H <- A  , . H and so if  A  = y  A  we have H asc A  H .
a a+1 aa
Since o u r  hypotheses re m a in  tru e  on taking hom om orphic 
im ages of G  , it is  enough to show that if A  >  1 then C ^ C H ) > 1
so that A  = K and H asc A  H = G  .
Hence, suppose fo r a contradiction that A  ^  1 but C ^ ( H )  = 1.
Th e n  if  1 f  a 1 (  A  then a 1 j  C A (H ) .  Hence there exists
^44
€ H such that
[  * v  h i 3 * 1
L e t a „  = r a . > h„ "l. Th e n  a „  c A  since A  <i G and 
2 1 1 1 J S
a £ 1. S o  again a i  C  (H )  and so there exists h g H such
C fc |
that
[ a2 » h2 ] * 1
L e t  a = r a , h ] .  Continuing in this w a y and defining 
3 2 2
a = r a  ,, , h _ 1 we can find a sequence h . ,  h „ , . . . . , h  , 
n 1 n - 1 ’ n- 1  J 1 2 n
such that a 4= 1 fo r any n . But th is  contradicts the hypotheses 
n 1
of the le m m a .
Hence if A  ^  1 , C ^ C H ) > 1 and so A  = A  and H asc G .
C o r o lla ry  L e t G  = H A  w here H is a subgroup of G 
and A  a norm a l subgroup, A  g ® L . T h e n  if H  asc < H ,  g > 
y g g G  we have H asc G .
P ro o f  T h is  follows fro m  le m m a  4 .3  and the follow ing le m m a .
L e m m a  4 .4  Let G  be a group and let H be an ascendant 
subgroup of G .
F o r  any two sequences
91 * 92 ’ ’ *** hi * h2 ..........  9t € G » H
such that
9 i+1 = £ °t '  h t 3
there is  an m  > 0 such that gm  g H .
P ro o f  L e t g1, B g »• • • • h1 *h2 »•••• be two sequences
with g t € G .  ht € H such that 9 l+1 "  C V  hl 3* Now 
H asc G  so there exists an ascending series
H V0
XII
H 1 <
Suppose 9i i H fo r a ll
T h e n  gt p H  \
e at+1X
H
*i
Now since H < H
Qi +1
<a +
n [  gt . ht ]  *
S o  ai+1 < Oj •
fo r  som e o rd in a l « .i
we have
H « + 1
H
Hence we can find an infinite descending chain of o rd in a ls
a1 > °2 > **’ * w hich is im possible .
Hence g p H  fo r some m . 
m
T h e o re m  G .2  now follows e a sily  fro m  lem m a 4 . 3 .
P ro o f of Th e o re m  G .2  L e t 1 = G  < G  < j . . . . G  = G■ ' ■ — . " - ■ — O • p
be an ascending abelian se rie s with G <j G  v a £ p*
a
Now  H G
L+1
H G  G  + i .
and G  y  ç <?La+yó
G  ✓  <J h  Gr-yé
S ince  the gr oup H satisfies the hypotheses of
le m m a  4 .3  we m a y apply this lem m a to obtain 
H G  . asc H G  . .  y
v 6 a+yo'  a ' a
Hence H G  asc H G  . . .  T h is  is true  fo r a ll a < P 80 
a a+1
H G ,  i . e . H asc G .G Ho
a s c  G  H 
P
P ro o f of C o ro lla ry  G .2  T h is  follows fro m  theorem  G .2  and 
le m m a  4 . 4 .
W e now prove th eore m  H .2  in a s im ila r  way w ith the 
follow ing le m m a  playing the role  of lem m a 4 . 3 .
L e m m a  4 .5  L e t G  be a group and H a subgroup of G .  
L e t  G  = H A  where A  <j G ,  A  € ©U Th e n  if fo r each g g G 
th e re  exists n = n ( g ) a O and a sequence H 1 , H 2 >. . . . , H n
of generating sets of H such that [  g , ]  s H
then H asc G .
P roof A s  in le m m a  4 .3  we m a y assum e H p A  = 1 .
A s  before C . ( H )  <j G  and we define groups A  fo r  o rd in a ls
A  CL
T h e n  A H  0  A  H  and so if  5  = i| A  we have H asc A  H .
a a+1 a
A s  in lem m a 4 .3  it is enough to show that if A  > 1 then
Suppose fo r a co ntradiction  that A  ^  1 and C ^ ( H )  = 1. 
L e t  1 * a £ A ,  then a f C A (H ) .  B y  hypothesis there exists
a sequence of generating sets of H ,  m  = m (a )
such that
a by  A 0 = 1 A
a a
A  = y A  fo r lim it  o rd ina ls  ^
X a<X a
C a (H )  > 1
[ a * H1 Hm
But since A  <j G  we have
T m
[  a .  H 1 *.......... Hm  ]  s H  f| A  = 1 .
Now  a ^ C ^ C H ) s o  there  exists h^ g H such that 
[  a ,  h1 ]  1 . S in ce  [  a ,  h^ ]  g A  we know
Ca » hi 3 i  c a <h )-
Hence there exist* hg g such that
[  a .  h1t h2 ]  # 1.
S o  continuing in this w a y we obtain a sequence h^ , h ^ , . ,  
h ( £ H ( such that
m
[  a * ^  » h2 * * • * * ,h m   ^ ^
B ut [  a ,  h ^ , h2 ’ ‘ ” *’ hm  3 € [  a »  ^ = 1 '
T h is  contradiction shows that C ^ ( H )  > 1  if  A  > 1 and 
hence H asc G .
Proof of Th e o re m  H .2  L e t 1 = G  <j G <J • • G p = G
be an ascending abelian s e rie s  with G ^  <j G v a s p*
A pplying lem m a 4 .5  to the group H G we obtain in
a+V e
a
a s im ila r  w ay to the proof of theorem  G . 2 ,  that H G asc H G
a a+1
and hence H = G H asc G H  = G ,  i . e .  H asc G .
o p
S N *  -  groups. We are  able to obtain s im ila r  theorem s to 
theorem s G .2  and H .2  with the use of lem m as 4 .3  and 4 . 5 ,  
provided that we can obtain an ascending abelian se rie s  of G ,  
an SN * -  g ro u p , which is norm a lized  by the subgroup H .
T h is  is possible by putting conditions on o u r subgroup H .
We do not know w h eth e r the theorem s re m a in  true  fo r a r b it r a ry  
subgroups H .
W e introduce a subclass *}' * of the c la ss of f in ite ly
Q
generated groups b y  G  e fljl* if fo r  a ll x  g G ,  < x > is f in ite ly  
generated.
We denote by M a x -a s c  the class of a ll groups w hich have 
the m axim al condition on the set of a ll ascendant s u b g ro ip s .
Th e o re m  G .3  L e t G be an S N *  — g ro u p , and le t H 
be a subgroup of G .  Suppose that f o r  each g g G  and fo r
all sequences .............h , , . . . .  of H that there exists an
Integer n = n (g ) such that [  g , h , ...........h^ ]  g H . T h e n
If H g p M a x -a s c ) then H a s c  G .
C o ro lla ry  G .3  Let G be an S N *  -  group and H 
a subgroup of G ,  Suppose that H a sc  <  H ,  g > y g p G .
T h e n  if H * p (»J, p M a x -a s c ) then H asc G .
T h e o re m  H .3  Let G  be an S N * -  group and let H be 
a subgroup of G .  Th e n  if  fo r each g £ G  there exists an Integer 
n = r<g) and a sequence H . o f  generating sets of H
such that [  g , , . . , . ,  s H then If H * ( j C ^ P  M a x -a s c ),
H asc G ,
L e t G  be an SN * -  group and let
1 = G  G = G  be an ascending se rie s  of G  with
° P
abelian factors.
—  H
L e t G  = p G 
a h€H 0
» ,  s iUHiC i f
Th e n  by C o ro lla ry  2 .2  of [ j^ j since H € f ij, * u (  0^ p M a x -a s c )
then
G  <, G and G  -  (j G j, , a lim it  
* ß<X Pa
o rd in a l. A ls o  if a ts not a lim it^then
€ & l •G
° /6
a - 1
Hence { G  l  is an ascending abelian se rie s  of G w ith a ll 
a a ip
te rm s  norm a lized  by H .
Hence fo r a ll a < p
G  <j H  ^  .
a a -H
U sing  this fact we a re  able to a pp ly lem m as 4 .3  and 4 .5  
and the proofs of theorem s G .3  and H .3  follow  the same line s  as 
theorem s G .2  and H .2  re spe ctively .
T h e  proof of c o ro lla ry  G .3  ts the same ns the p ro o f of 
c o ro lla ry  G . 2 .
L o c a lly  Sotuble G ro u p s.
L e t G  be a lo c a lly  soluble group and let H  be a subgroup 
o f G . Th e n  if H  sn <  H ,  g > y g g G ,  we need not have 
H  asc G ,  as the follow ing example show s.
E xa m p le . L e t p denote the f irs t  uncountable ordinal and for
each a < p let H be c y c lic  with p rim e  o rd e r p . 
a
A s  ascending chain of groups f W  * a * p }  *s defined by the1 Aa
ru le s
W  = 1o
and W  = n W  
X ß<X 0
fo r  each ordinal a < p and each l im it  ° ^ inal X < p* H ere
» . c u n til  m s a a i H U i . . . . . — —
the w reath product is  the standard one and is embedded in
w  in the natural w a y .
(xl 1
Th e  group W  is  a lo c a lly  finite p -  g ro u p . S o  let 
H be a fin ite ly  generated subgroup. T h e n  <  H ,  g > is  also 
f in ite ly  generated fo r each g e w » and so is  a finite P ”  group 
and hence nilpotent.
S o  H  sn < H ,  g > v  9 6 W -
But H is not ascendant in W , since the G ruenberg ra d ic a l 
of W  is t r iv ia l .  [  See Robinson [ jt ]  p . 28 Th e o re m  0.2 7  ] .
Ml
C hapter 5 S u b n o rm a lity  in  Soluble G r o ups with Finiteness 
Conditions.
S e c .  1 Introduction
In Peng exam ines the su bn o rm a lity  of a subgroup H
in  a soluble -  by -  M a x  group w here H satisfies the condition 
that there exists an in te g e r n ^ 0 such that [  g .^ h  ]  p H 
y g p G and y h p H .
He shows that th is  im plies H is subnorm al in G ,  
provided that H is p o ly c y c lic  -  by -  fin ite .
T h is  theorem  is  not true fo r a rb it ra ry  subgroups H even 
when G is a m etabelian gro up , fo r  exam ple let G  be the 
standard w reath p ro du ct of a group of o rd e r 2 with a countably 
infinite elem entary abelia n  2 -g ro u p , H . Th e n  [  x , y , y , y  ]  = 1 
fo r  a ll x ,  y  p G .  A lthou gh e v e ry  k -g e n e ra to r subgroup of G 
is  nilpotent of class k+1 fo r k ;> 2 , G is  itself not nilpotent. 
( A  proof of these is g ive n  in [ ;^ ] p . 9 8 . )
But H is shown- l “ '3  j ^ ' -  -
in
So [  g , gh ]  p H  yg p G  and h p H.  
[4o] to be lts ow n n o rm a liz e r in G .
We note that o u r  conditions in theorem  G.1  w ere  stronger 
than those considered by Peng, but that theorem  G .1  was true 
fo r  a rb it ra ry  su bgroups.
In Gio]» the case is also considered when n is not a 
fixed Intege r, but depends on g and h . Provided that H is 
p o lycyc lic  -  by -  f in ite , H is shown to be ascendant in G .
We shall be concerned here with a weaker condition that 
im plies su bn o rm ality  in soluble groups; f irs t  by im posing finiteness 
conditions on the gro up  G ,  and then considering an a rb itra ry  soluble 
group but imposing conditions on the subgroup H .
S e c . 2 Th e  F in ite  C a s e .
W e would like  to thank D r .  B ria n  H a rtle y  fo r suggesting 
the follow ing re s u lt , and fo r  indicating the method of proof. We 
do not know w hether the th eore m  is true  fo r  non-soluble  finite 
g ro u p s, and we leave this as an open question.
T h e o re m  5.1 L e t G be a finite soluble g ro u p . L e t 
H = < tv | Ifiisrn  > . Th e n  H is subnorm al in G ,  if and 
only if  [ g «nbt ] € H V 9 6 G » n = |G |, i = 1 , . . . . ,  m .
T o  p r o v e  t h i s  w e  i n t r o d u c e  tw 'O c o n c e p t s :
L e t G be a n y group and let a £ G .  We define subgroups
X  (a )  fo r integers r  * 0 by 
r
X r (a ) = < a ,  [  g , pa ]  ; g e G  >
T h e n  X ^ (a ) a X ^ C a )  fo r ®11 integers r  a 0 .
Fo llow ing W iela ndt, we define the s u b n o rm a lize r of a subgroup 
X  of a group G ,  to be the intersection of a ll subnorm al subgroups 
of G  containing X .
We denote the su b n o rm a lize r of X  b y  X ’iiG In general
X ,|VJ need not be subnorm al in G .  F o r  let G  be the Infinite 
d ih edral group:
—1 —1 2
D = < a ,x  | a x a = x , a  = 1 >  «->•! K »■ < • >  .
If  N = < x > then a 1n a = n 1 y n g N and so
X  (a )  = < x‘  ,  a > .
r
Th e n  X ^ (a ) <j X ^ C a )  and so X r (a )  sn G  y r .
But if X " G  is subnorm al in G then X  (a )  s X " Gm
som e integer m .  Th e re fo re  the chain
G
• • • s X j(a ) * X t_ .j(a ) * . . . £ <  a > s G
term inates a fter fin itely m a n y steps.
fo r
y * * illlHHUIBUMMBMkMn— iiWMt*1
But fo r a ll positive integers r
V a ) < * r - 1 (a )
Q
Hence X "  is not subnorm al in G .
W e note how ever, that when G  satisfies the m in im a l
G
condition on subnorm al su bgroups, X "  is a subnorm al 
subgroup of G ,  since the intersection of f in ite ly  m any subnorm al 
subgroups is su bno rm al.
T h e o re m  5.1 w ill fo llow  fro m :
L e m m a  5.1 L e t G  be a finite soluble g ro u p  and le t a £ G .  
Th e n  if n ■= |G| we have
< a > "G  = X ^ a ) ,  V r > " .
0
P ro o f S ince  G is finite we have < a >" is subnorm al 
in G ,  and since |G| = n the subnorm al index is bounded by 
n . Hence
X n<a) * < a > "G
S o  it is  enough to show that X ^ (a ) is subnorm al in G .  
Suppose fo r a contradiction that this is false and let G 
be a m in im a l counterexam ple.
L e t X  = X ^fa ) w h e r e in  = |G|. X  is not
subnorm al in G .
Let G 1 = G< a > . If G 1 < G then the subgroup 1
X 1 = < a .  [  91 » m a 3 } 91 € G ì  > m  “  lG i|  I
is subnorm al in G ^ . S ince G^ <  G we have X^ is subnorm al 1
in G .
GHence < a >" s X 1 and so X  s X ^ .  Since m  = |G1 | 
we have
< a * [ Si » ra 3 5 9i € G 1 > “  and so X 1 * X.
Hence X  = X . , and X  is subnorm al in G  which is a
1 G
co ntradictio n. H ence G  = < a > .
I !A ft I
L e t N be a m in im a l norm al subgroup of G .
T h e n  X N ^ n  sn G/N .
Q
Hence X  N = G  since G  = < a > ,
S ince G  is s o lu b le , N is an e lem entary abelian p -g ro u p , 
f o r  some p rim e  p . Hence X  p N ^  G  . If  X  p N = N then 
N ^  X  and G  = X  . S o  X  p N = 1 . L e t V  be a p ro p e r 
m a xim a l subgroup of G  containing X ,
Th e n  Y  = Y p X N  = X ( Y p N ) .  Since Y  p N <  G ,
Y  p N = 1 since Y  G .  Hence Y  = X  and X  Is  a m a xim a l 
subgroup of G .
Since X  is not subnorm al in G ,  and X  is a m axim al 
subgroup we have X  = N G (X )  .
Now C G (a ) s N g ( X )  s  X  .
Hence C ^Ca) = 1.
L e t N 1 be a m in im a l a -  inva riant subgroup of N .
Th e n  [  N 1» a ]  = N i
= C * *»••••» a ]
= [  N 1 , r a ]  s X
But th is is a contradiction to the definition of X .
Hence X  is subnorm al In G and the le m m a  is p ro ve d .
P ro o f of theorem  5.1
We have H = < h^ | 1 s i * m  >
-  < X n(h .)  ; i = 1 , . . .  ,m  > w here n = |G |.
B y  le m m a  5 .2  we know that each X^Chj) ts subnorm al 
In  G ,  1 t  l t  m .
S ince  G is fin ite , the Join of the fin ite ly  m any subgroups
X  (h .)  is su bn o rm a l, 
n l
Hence H is subnorm al in G .  O bviously the converse holds
>5
S e c . 3 S u b n o rm a lity  in P o ly c y c lic  G rou p s .
We begin with a result proved by Kegel in [ 15] .  A s  o u r  
proofs in this section w ill depend heavily  on this re s u lt, we 
give a proof here and note that it is an alternative one to that given in
[•S3*
T h e o re m  5 .2  (K e g e l) L e t G be a p o lycyclic  group and X  a 
subgroup of G .  Suppose that X  is subnorm al in G m odulo 
norm al subgroups of finite index in G ,  then X  is subnorm al 
in G ,
W e shall need the following lem m as in the p roof.
Lem m a  5 .2  L e t G  be a p o lycyc lic  group and X  a subgroup 
of G .  Let X  sn G m odulo no rm a l subgroups of finite index 
of G .  Th e n  if  X  s H < G  we have that X  is subnorm al 
in H m odulo norm al subgroups of finite index of H .
P ro o f Let X  s H < G and le t M  be a norm al subgroup
of finite index of H . Th e n  using M a l'ce vs  theorem given in
theorem  2.1 we have that there exists a subgroup F  of G
with finite index in G ,  such that M  = H p F .
L e t F _  = C o r e _ (F ) .  Th e n  by hypothesis, there e x ists  
G  G
an intege r r  such that
[ G , Xr ] i x f g
i . e .  [ H , Xr 3 < x f g  n H
« x  (  H  p F g )
« X  M  .
Hence X ts subnorm al ln H m odulo M .
L e m m a  5 .3 Let M be a n o n -triv ia l normal^ subgroup
in the hypercentre  of a group G ,  then M  p j (G )  ^  1 
P ro o f See Robinson [¿gy p . 47 Le m m a  2. 16.
P ro o f of ' leorem  5 .2  W e  use induction on d , the de rived 
length of G . Since the hypothesis of the theorem  rem ains true 
on taking hom om orphic im ages of G ,  if  N is the last but 
one te rm  of the derived s e rie s  of G  we obtain by induction
x  n/ n s "
Hence X  N sn G .
B y  lem m a 5 .2  the group  X  N also  satisfies the hypothesis 
of the th eore m , so we m a y  assum e G = X  N .
Now X  p N <j N since  N € 01, and X  p N «q X  since 
N 4  G .  So X  p N o  G ,  and we m a y assum e without loss of 
gene ra lity  that X  n N = 1.
Case 1 N is finite.
If  X  is finite we have by hypothesis that X  is subnorm al 
in  G .  Hence we assum e X  is infin ite .
Since N is finite \ G :C G (N )  | < „  . Now C Q (N )  G
since N G .  Hence X  p C G (N ) X  and X  p C q (N )  is
norm alized by N .
So X  p C q (N )  <j G  and so we m a y  factor by X  p C G(N )  
and assume X  p C G ( N )  = 1 .
So  X  e  X/x  n C g (N )  “  X  C G (N> C G (N )  € &  
i . e .  X  is finite and so X  sn G .
Case 2 N is infinite.
Let N be the p e rio d ic  subgroup of N . Th e n  N q is 
finite and by case 1 we have X  sn X  N ^ . Since N ^ ch a r N G
N <j G . 
o
Hence we m ay a s s u m e , that N “  1 .
We now have that N is free abelian of finite ra nk .
•> • ¡ i i t i t i t u a i M s « . , « « « ’
* w A l l i V i  K V Q O  H
N ow  NP c h a r N <j G  = NP <] G and N ^ p  is f in ite . 
B y  case 1
and this is true f o r  alt p rim e s  p . Hence [  G ,  ^ X
f o r  som e integer n = n (p ).
S o  [  N , s X  N P n N
= N P ( X  p N )
= N P since X  p N = 1.
A s  N  ^ (ft. and N <  G
[  N . nG  ]  -  [  N ,  nX  ]
Hence N ^ p  £ C n (  )
l
L e t  G  have rank l .  Th e n  N ^ p  Pas o rd e r d ivid ing  p ‘ . 
B y  le m m a  5 .3  we have
N^ N P * Cl (-G'^ NP > and so [  N ,  tX ]  s N P .
S ince  l does not depend on the p rim e  p we obtain
[  N ,  jX  ]  * N P fo r alt p rim e s  p ,
i . e .  [  N ,  j X  ]  s p N P
B ut N is free -  abelian (  of finite rank) and so p NK = 1 .
P
Hence [  N ,  G ]  = [  N f X  ]  = 1 and 
N £ C, (G )  .
S in ce  X  Ci(<^ ^ t(G )  < X  Ci+1( ^ f , ( 0 )  V *
w here £q(G )  “  1 we have
X  «1 X  Ci<G > < . . . <j X  Cj(G )  -  G
I . e .  X  sn G .
We can now e a s ily  prove
Th e o re m  5.3  L e t G be a p o lycyclic  gro u p . L e t  H s G  and 
suppose that H = < tv | 1 s i i  m  > . Th e n  if there exists 
an integer n=h. such that [  g , h  ^ ]  g H y 9 € ®
i = then H is subnorm al in G .
P roof Since the hypotheses of the th eore m  re m a in  true on 
taking hom om orphic im ages of G we know , by theorem  5 . 1 ,  
that H is subnorm al in G m odulo n o rm a l subgroups of finite 
index.
Hence by theorem  5 . 2 ,  H is subnorm al in  G .
A s  was shown be fore , in the case of the infinite dihedral 
group the chain
Q
. . .  s X ^ a )  s £ • . • £ < a > £ G
need not term inate a fte r fin itely m any steps.
W e do not know in general w h e th e r, in a p o lyc yc lic  group 
G , a £ G ,  we have X ^ (a ) *s subnorm al in G  fo r some integer
n . H ow ever we do obtain
L e m m a  5 .4  L e t G  be a p o lycyc lic  group and let a g G .  
Suppose fo r som e integer r  that
X p(a ) X r t ,(a ) y l j. 0
then X  (a ) is subnorm al in G .  
r
P roof B y  le m m a  5.1 if X  = X ^ a )  then X  is  subnorm al 
in G  m odulo norm al subgroups of fin ite  index in  G .  Hence 
by theorem  5 .2  X  is subnorm al in G .
A ls o , when G  is a fin ite ly  generated abelian -  by -  finite 
soluble gro u p , there exists an integer N such that X^Ca) Is 
subnorm al in G y n  > N . T h is  w ill be proved in the next 
section.
S e c .  4 O u r m a in  re su lt here is
T h e o re m  1 L e t G  be a soluble gro u p .
L e t H  -  < h, | 1 s  i s m  > s G  such that [  g , ^h. ]  g H
y g  g G ,  I -  1 , . . . , m  , n a fixed inte g e r.
Th e n  if  H is M in  -  by -  N ilpotent, H is subnorm al 
in G .
F o r  the p ro o f of the th e o re m , we begin with the follow ing 
le m m a s .
L e m m a  5 .6  L e t G  be any gro u p . L e t X  £ G  and le t N 
be a norm a l abelian subgroup of G .  L e t a £ X  and suppose that
X  = < a » [  91 » r »  ]  | 91 € X  N >
and X  N = 5< N . 
r
Th e n  X X  N .
P ro o f W ithout loss of ge n e ra lity  we m ay suppose that G  = X N ,  
Now  5< p N  «j X  and X  p N N  since N f  { ( , .  Hence we 
m a y  factor G  b y  X  p N and assum e X  p N = 1.
L e t N 1 = •
IXw2
2
Th e n
N since N € 01 • Hence
r > i
B y  Induction define N t A bv
T
2 S= V  n w  C X  N
- A . , 5
We w ish to show N = N .r
S ince  C _ (a )  < N _ (3 ^  we have
b  G
C N( « )  * N ,
and [  n , ^ a ] g N p X = 1  .
Hence [  n ,  ^ a  ]  g c N( a )  i  N 1 •
F a cto rin g  G by we obtain s im ila r ly  that
C n * r - f  ]  € N 2 •
B y  a sim ple induction we obtain N = .
T h e n  >< o  X N 4 >  . . . <J X  N = G1 r
l . e .  X  <j G .
Le m m a  5 .7  L e t G be a soluble group and let a g G .  
Suppose that fo r som e integer m  that
X m (a ) = X m + r(a ) V r  * 0 .
Th e n  X  (a ) is subnorm al in G . 
m
P ro o f We use induction on d ,  the derived length of G .
If  d = 1 then G  is abelian and the lem m a is t r iv ia l ly  tru e .
Hence assum e d > 1 and let N be the last but one te rm  of
the d e rive d  se rie s  of G .
Th e n  if X  = X  (a ) we obtain by induction that 
m
l
x  n/ n sn G/ n  •
Hence X  N sn G ,  and suppose X N  4 * G .
L e t X  = < a , [ x n ,  m a ] j x n ( = X N > .
Th e n  X j+rn(a ) s X  .
B y  hypothesis X  = X  •
Hence X  s X  s X  . So X  = X . Hence X  N = X  N and 
b y  le m m a  5 .6  X  = 5  ^ sn X N  ,
Th e re fo re  X  sn G .
P ro o f of theorem  1.
H * < h | 1 « l « r n > >  Th e n  by hypothesis X ^ )  s H; 
1 t  l < m .
S in c e  H is M in  -• by -  n ilpotent, fo r  each h. g H we 
can find an integer k ^ n such that
< V  r 9» khi ]  > = < V  r g * k + r hi ]  > i P i 0 -
L e t  t be the la rg e s t such k .
T h e n  y lj 1 s i s m
X  t+ r(h t)  = X  t ( h. )  v  r  * 0 .
B y  lem m a 5 .7  X  fc( h. )  Is subnorm al in G . Now
H £ M in  -  by -  M a x . H ence, fo r  exam ple by [5 ]  the join H 
of the fin ite ly  m any subnorm al subgroups X  t(tv )  is subnorm al 
tn G .
W e  fin a lly  p ro v e , as a special case
L e m m a  5 .8  L e t G  be a f in ite ly  generated abelian -  by -  finite 
soluble  gro u p . L e t a g G .  T h e n  there exists a positive  integer 
M  su ch that X ^ (a ) sn G  y  r  a M .
P ro o f Since G  is abelian -  by -  finite there exists an abelian 
n o rm a l su bgro u p, N , of G  with finite index in G .
L e t  |G : N | = n .
T h e n  by le m m a  5.1
X  (a )  N = X  (a ) N < n G y r  * n (1 ) 
n r
W e choose a fixed Integer r  ^ n and let X  = X ^ (a ) .
T h e n  X  N sn G .
L e t  X  (a )  = < a ,  r x n ,  a ] ; x n € X N >
m  u rr'
N ow  X  n N <5 X  N and X ^ £  ^ N -  X  € *3-.
Hence there e xists  an in te g e r, l ,  such that
X~|(aj (  X  n N )  = X s(a ) ( X  n N )  y s  » I 1
and X  t(a )  (  X  p N ^ N is finite
Hence by lem m a 5 .7  X  ^ a )  ( X p N  n N sn X  N
i . e .  X g(a ) (  X  n N )  = >TJ(a) (  X  n N )  sn X  N .
But X  N sn G  and so X  ^(a) (  X  p N )  sn G  .
Hence there exists an integer p such that
x (a ) 
P
£ x j (a ) ( x n N )
If  p £ l then X 1<*> £
^  P > l then X p(a) £
Hence In e ither case we obtain the existence of an integer 
s ^ r  such that
X s(a )  * > y i )  (  X  n N )  s X .
But fro m  (1 ) X g(a ) N = X  N .
Hence X  = (  X  N )  n X  = (  X g(a ) N )  n X
= X s(a ) (  N n X  )
£ X  (a )  (  X  n N )  s XO
i . e .  X  = X g(a ) (  X  n N )  .
S ince  X g(a ) (  X  n N )  is subnorm al in G  we have that 
X  is  subnorm al in G .
S e c .  5 Soluble M in im a x G ro u p s.
A  group G  has finite rank r  if  e v e ry  fin ite ly  generated 
subgroup of G  can be generated by r  elem ents and r  is the 
sm a lle st Integer with this p ro p e rty .
Fo llo w in g  Robinson , we shall use the te rm  abelian
S  -  group to describe an abelian group of finite rank whose to rs io n  
subgroup is C e rn ik o v .
IttiuHflUBtaaiw“ »“ - —i i
G  be such that
A  soluble group is  said to be an S 1 -  group if the 
factors in a norm al abelian s e rie s  a re  abelian S 1 -  g ro u p s.
A  m in im a x group is a group G  w hich has a s e rie s  of 
finite length, each of whose fa cto rs  satisfies M ax o r  M in .
S ince  the c la ss  of groups of finite rank is P  -  closed 
[  See Robinson le m m a  1 .4 4  ]  and since  e v e ry  p o lyc yc lic
group and e v e ry  C e rn ik o v  group has finite ra n k , we see that a 
soluble m in im a x group  has finite ra n k . S in c e  a p e rio d ic  p o lyc yc lic  
group is fin ite , a p e rio d ic  soluble m in im a x  group is a C e rn ik o v  
gro up . Hence a soluble  m in im a x  group is an S^ -  g ro u p .
We state the m a in  re su lt of this se ctio n .
Th e o re m  J  L e t G  be a soluble m in im a x  group and let
y g  g G ,  some inte g e r n ,  t = 1 ,, Th e n  H sn G .
We note that when H s G  satisfies [  g , ^h ]  g H y g g G ,
y  h £ H when n is  a fixed inte ge r o r  v a r ie s  w ith g and h , 
then Peng has Droved the follow ing theorem s in g^ 0]  :
Th e o re m  (P e n g ) L e t  G be a (soluble -  m in im a x ) -  by -  M in  
group and let H be any subgroup of G .  If there e xists  an
Integer n a 0 such that [  g ,  ^h ]  f  H  y g  f  G  and h g H
then H sn G .
Th e o re m  (P e n g) L e t  G be a (soluble of finite ra nk ) -  by -  M in  
group and let H be any subgroup of G .  I f ,  fo r each g £ G
and h £ H there  exists an Integer n = n (g , h ) * 0  such that
T 9» nh ]  € H then H asc G .
We begin by defining:
»I
A  group is  said to be ra dica ble , if  each element is an 
n -  th p o w e r, f o r  e ve ry  positive  integer n .
L e m m a  5 .9  L e t  A  be a norm al radicable abelian subgroup 
of a group G ,  and let H be a subgroup of G such that
[  A ,  H , . . . , H ]  = 1
<---------- r  ------------>
fo r  som e positive  integer r .
If  H ^ ,  ^  p eriodic then f A ,  H ]  = 1 .
P ro o f See Robinson [¿s’]  le m m a  3. 13 .
L e m m a  5. 10 L e t G be a soluble group and suppose G  = A  H 
w here  A  G ,  A  £ o l  •
T h e n  if H  = < h. | 1 s  I s m  > and [  g , ^  ]  € H 
f  g f  G ,  some integer n , i = 1 , . . .  ,m  then H sn H A  if 
( i )  A  is finite .
( l i )  A  is a to rs io n  -  free m in im a x g ro u p , and A n n *  A .
( t i i )  A  is a d ire c t  sum of r  groups of type C ^  .
P ro o f Since A  p H ^  G ,  we m ay assum e that A  p H = 1.
L e t C  = C _ ( A ) .  The n  H p C  < G  and we m ay assum e H p C  = 1 
G
T h e n
H -  ^ p C
and we m ay re ga rd  H as a subgroup of the autom orphism  group 
of A .
C a se  ( l ) .  T h e  autom orphism  group of A  is finite and so 
H  is  fin ite . Hence by theorem  5 . 1 ,  H sn G .
C a se  ( l i ) .  A P ch a r A  <j G  => A P G .
Now A ^ ^ p  Is d ire c t product of cyclic  groups
(K a p lansky Th e o re m  6 ). Hence, since A  is a m tnim ax
g ro u p , A  has finite rank and so A ^ p  is a finite e lem entary
iiAMlflMMIfll&'tt
abelian p -  group . B y case ( l )
HA/ i ,p sn H ^ p
and so f A ,  nH ]  
T h e re fo re ,
s H A*5 fo r  some integer n .
r A ’ nH ] * H A P n A
= A P( H n A  )
= A P
L e t A have rank r ,  then r A ,  rH ]  *
T h is is true  fo r a ll p rim e s p and so
[  A . r H 3 * n A P
p
But by Robinson pl+] Th e o re m  4.31 p A P = 1 , since A
P
is a torsion -  free  abelian m inirnax g ro u p .
Th e re fo re  [  A . pH ]  = 1 , and H  sn G .
Case ( i i i ) . R egarding A  a dditively  H  m ay be regarded as 
a group of lin e a r transform ations of an r  -  dim ensional ve cto r 
space V ,  o ve r the field of p -  adic n u m b e rs. (  See (ajg p . 7 9 . )
Suppose that the action of H on V  is Irre d u c ib le . Th e n  
by M a l'c e v 's  s tru ctu re  theorem  fo r so luble  lin e a r groups 
( S e e  £$■] theorem  3.21 )  H is abelian  -  by -  fin ite .
M o re o v e r, with respect to a suitable ba sis  of V ,  H has a 
norm al subgroup N , of finite index su ch  that N consists of 
diagonal m a tric e s .
Now an elem ent g (  G L ( r ,  F ) ,  F  a fie ld , is called unipotent
if (g -  i r)r -  o.
Since f o ,  h ( ]  {  H  (i A  »  1 , in  additive notation this m eans 
that hj has untpotent action on A .
So A (h jS -  1p )  r  • 0 fo r e v e ry  integer s > 0 .
SS« 1 1 2 »PWaiMHilMIttflni............ urtjtfH L »1
<
can beL e t  | H : N | = t .  The n  H t ^  N and so h.*
represented as a diagonal m a trix . B u t, by the above, the
1 on V  is unipotent and so a ll its eigenvalues 
a re  1 . S o  h.* can be represented by the unit m a trix  1 .
action of
l
Hence h { = 1 and this is  true fo r  a ll t: 1 s i s: m .
Now  fo r  each 1» <  h > sn < h. > A  (b y , fo r exam ple,
Peng ) .
Hence [  A ,  < hj >t . . . » < > ]
< ----------------l ------------------------- V
= 1
But < h. >  is p e rio d ic . T h e re fo re , applying lem m a 5 .9  
we h a ve , since A  is ra d ica ble , that
[  A ,  < ht > ]  = 1 .
S o  [ A ,  H  ]  = 1 and H acts t r iv ia lly  on V .
Now let H act re du cib ly  on V ,  and form  an F  H -  com position 
s e rie s  in  V ,  where F  is the fie ld  of p -  adic num bers. Th e n , 
fro m  the above, H a cts  t r iv ia lly  on each com position factor.
S o  H can be represented b y  a group of u n ltrla n g u la r 
r  x r  m a tric e s .
Hence [  A ,  ^H ]  = 1 and so H sn G .
P ro o f of theorem  J
W e use induction on d , the derived length of G .  If d = 1, 
then G  is abelian and so the theorem  is tr iv ia lly  tru e .
S o  assum e d > 1 and let N be the last but one te rm  
of the derive d  se rie s  of G .
B y  induction we have
h n / n
and so H N sn G .
GA>
w li ▼ « . I  i ’
Since the group H N satisfies the hypotheses of the 
theorem  we m a y  assum e G = H N . Since H p N <j G  we m a y 
fa cto r by H Q N and assum e H p N = 1 .
L e t T  be the torsion  subgroup of N . Th e n  
T  c h a r N o G ,  and therefore T  ^ G .  Now N ^  to rs io n  -
free , hence by lem m a 5. 10 ( i i ) H w sn G .
Hence we m a y assume G = H T . L e t T  be 
P
the
P - component of T .  T ^  ch a r T < G +  T p < G '
and T
P
is a d ire c t product of fin ite ly  m any c y c lic  and quasi -  c y c lic  
p -  groups.
L e t F  be the finite residual of T  . Th e n  
P P
F  c h a r T  <  G  F  <j G ,
P P P
Since T  ,  is finite we have H
P/ 4
P
by le m m a  5. 10( 1) .
Now F  is a d ire c t product of fin ite ly  m any groups of 
P
type C  a, . Hence by lem m a 5. 1 0  ( i i i )  H sn H F ^  .
Hence H sn H T  and so fo r  each p rim o p th ere  exists 
P
an Integer n = n(p) such that
r T  , H
l p n ]  * T p  n  H  = 1 •
Since
t p « g
and T  6 © l  w obtain
r t  , h  
L p n 3 =
r T  , H T  1 p n 3 =  [  V  nG  3 "  1 *
5 0  T p ‘  C n ( G )  *
Now T  is an -  group and so has elem ents of only
ftn lte ly m any d istinct p rim e  o rd e rs .
Hence we can find an integer s such that
J « l I I k] 'i
%
fo r a ll p rim e s  p o c c u rrin g  as o rd e rs  of elem ents of T  
Th e n  T  s  £ g(G )
3
and as in p re vio u s  proofs H <j H T , H sn G •
Appendix
We give  a p ro o f of the following result by B re w s te r [ 4 ] ,
T h e  proof is based on that fo r  the d e rive d  se rie s given by
Lennox [ 1 7 ] ,  and w as comm unicated to us by D r .  S te w a rt Stonehew er,
whom  we thank fo r his p e rm is s io n  to include it he re .
T h e o re m  (B re w s te r ) Suppose that G
subnorm al subgroups H and K and
G  = H X Yr<G > V r  s 1
T h e n  G  = H K .
We shall use:
L em m a Suppose G  = H K with H G  and K  ^  G .
T h e n , g iven integers c ,  d there exists an integer e such that
Ve(G )  * Yc<H) Vd( K ) •
P ro o f W e use induction on m . W hen m  = 1, the lem m a 
follow s fro m  lem m a 2 .6  of the thesis.
Hence suppose that m  > 1.
Now  if H 1 = H G , then H „m  1 and H 1 = H (  p K ) .
Hence by induction, there exists an integer e1 such that
Ye <H> * yc<H> Yd( H1 n *< ) .
But by th e  case m = 1 , with H 1 replacing H ,  we have 
that there exists an integer e such that
Y .(Q )  S V e ^ H ) Vd(K )  .
T h e re fo re  Ye^G  ^ * VC( H )  vd( K )  *
P ro o f of theorem  Suppose that H < T  G . We proceed by 
induction on m .
•  A i l f M H I
C a s e _m  = 1 C le a r ly  G  = H K
Case m  = 2 L e t K <9n G .  We use induction on n . 
If n = 1 , then G = H K . Hence we m a y assum e n > 1.
L e t H 1 = H G , K 1 = K G , L  = ^  n .
L e t M  = H p L  <  H . T h e n  G  =  H and so
= H 1 p H K 1 = H (  H 1 p K 1 )  = H L .
K
L e t M* = M  . S ince  H ce ntra lize s  L / ^ ,  H 
n o rm a lize s  M* and so M* 4  G .
Q
Hence H^ = H ce n tra lize s  L ^ ^ * and * is
abelian.
Th e re fo re  H * is  abelian.
1/ H  M*
B y  the le m m a , there exists  an integer c ,  such that 
v (G )  s H • K  s H M* K  .
T C  I
Hence G  = H v (G )  K ^ H M* K  and G — H M* K .  
L e t J  = < M , K >#
Th e re fo re  G = H J  (1 )
Since M* ^  G ,  J  = M* K  sn G .
T h e re fo re , by the le m m a , fo r any positive Integer r ,  
there exists an Integer d such that
vd(G )  * H Yr<J > from  (1 ) *
But by hypothesis G  * H y^CG) K and 50 G = H v r ( J ) 
T h e re fo re , J  = (  H p J  )  K  V r  z 1 and
J *  < M, K > t  < H p J ,  K >  * J.
Hence J = < H p J ,  K > .
A t  I .! .QlUitilUtaHIMK
N ow  J  s K ( and K  ^  K 1 . T h e re fo re  by induction on 
j  = (  H n J  )  K .
Th e n  fro m  (1 ) G  = H K  as re q u ire d .
Case m  a 3
L e t H = H o  H 4 ••• «a H 1 <1 G bem  h n -i •
the no rm a l c lo su re  se rie s  of H in G .
T h e n , by induction on m ,  G = H m _.) K *
T h u s ,  by the le m m a , given a n y integer r  there exists 
an intege r s such that
Ys (G )  s  Yr < Hm _ i > K -
Th e re fo re
H. = H v (G )  K p H 1 fi H yr  ( Hm_! > K P 
I s
< H ( v r ( H m . 1 ) K  0 H1 )
S H Y p ( H m _ 1 ) ( K  p H p
< H  P H ! )  < H 1*
Th e re fo re  H , = H  ^ ( H , )  ( K  p H , )  v r  (3 )
But by (2 )  H 1 = H m _(1 ( K  P )  and
H m -2
p H m _ 2 )  •
S o  H .
H 2
H m  S ( K  p
k n H _ m - 2■ H
< 4 H, K p H
< H1*
( K  p H .  )
since m
H one. H ,  -  < H ,  K  n H ,  ,  - A  Induction on
m  and (3 )  g ‘ve
I I  . B iUHifeAAAI
H 1 = H (  K  p H 1 ) .  
Th e re fo re  G = H ^ K  = H ( K p
as requi red
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